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(A) INTRODUCTION
(i)

Outline background and purpose of this report

1. This selection exercise was run by the Judicial Appointments Commission (“the JAC”)
between May and July 2015 to appoint a total of 99 recorders to the Western, Midlands,
London/South Eastern, North Eastern, Northern and Welsh circuits. There were 64
vacancies for recorders sitting in crime and 35 vacancies for recorders sitting in family.
This report is to convey the profound concern of the Chancery Bar Association (“the
ChBA”) as to the fundamental unfairness of the selection exercise.
2. This selection exercise to appoint recorders sitting in crime and family is referred to in
this report as “the Recorder Competition” or “the 2015 Recorder selection
exercise”.
3. Members of the ChBA participated in the Recorder Competition1. They did so because
the ChBA was led to believe by the JAC that the Recorder Competition was open to all
and there would be a “level playing field” for applicants who did not practise in criminal
or family law. Unfortunately, this was not the case.
4. The first stage of shortlisting for the Recorder Competition was a qualifying test. The
purpose of the qualifying test was to reduce the total number of applicants to around
four candidates for every post. The JAC was expecting well over 1,000 applications2
and the object of this test was to reduce the number of candidates to 396 or thereabouts
(2563 candidates for crime and 1404 candidates for family). Those 396 candidates were
then invited to take part in the second-stage shortlisting, the purpose of which was to
reduce the number of candidates to around two for every post. The second-stage
shortlisting, which was a written assessment based on “a situation a Recorder may face”
and a review of the self-assessment part of the application form, determined which 198
or so candidates were invited to the selection day.
5. There were two qualifying tests, one for the crime jurisdiction and one for the family
jurisdiction. The test was an on-line multiple choice test which had to be completed in
90 minutes. It was made up of three parts or sections, namely technical legal knowledge
(30 questions), situational judgment5 (34 questions) and critical analysis (24 questions).
The first two parts were tailored to the relevant jurisdiction, whereas the critical analysis
part was the same for both qualifying tests. There was a pass mark for each part and,
in order to get through to second-stage shortlisting, candidates had to pass each of the
three parts of the test. The scores for the successful candidates were then combined in
respect of the three parts and a “merit list” created. The candidates with the highest
scores were invited to participate in the second-stage shortlisting and their score from
the qualifying test was carried forward to this second stage. The candidates with the
The total number of applicants was at one point identified on the JAC’s website as 1,223.
In November 2014 the JAC informed the ChBA that around 5,000 people had registered an interest in the
Recorder Competition.
3
4 x the 64 posts for recorders sitting in crime.
4
4 x the 35 posts for recorders sitting in family.
5
Described as “putting the candidate in typical situations that they may face as a judge”.
1

2
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highest overall scores as a result of the qualifying test and second-stage shortlisting
were then invited to the selection day, the third and final stage of the selection process6.
(ii)

Executive summary of conclusions

6. This report explains why the members of the ChBA, and indeed anyone who does not
practice in criminal or family law, were at a significant disadvantage in relation to the
Recorder Competition and, in particular, the qualifying test, which took place on 7 May
2015. This report follows and is based on feedback received from the ChBA’s members
in late May and June 2015.
7. In short, the qualifying test was unfair because:
(1) Anyone who does not specialise in criminal law is at an inherent and obvious
disadvantage in relation to a time pressured multiple choice test that requires
candidates to answer detailed questions at the rate of one question per minute based
on “technical legal knowledge” of criminal law. The same disadvantage exists for
anyone who does not practice family law in relation to a time pressured multiple
choice test based on “technical legal knowledge” of family law.
(2) Two of the three parts of the qualifying test, namely part one (technical legal
knowledge specific to each jurisdiction) and part two (situational judgment),
required technical legal knowledge of criminal law or family law, depending on
which qualifying test was being sat. This placed non-criminal and non-family
practitioners at a disadvantage because candidates were required to pass each of the
three parts of the test in order to proceed to the second stage of the selection process.
(3) The reading lists published by the JAC in advance of the qualifying test were far
too extensive and wide ranging in terms of the areas of criminal or family law they
covered. It was unfair to expect candidates unfamiliar with these areas of law to
get on top of all the materials in the time available.
(4) In the case of the qualifying test for the crime jurisdiction, the reading list was also
inaccurate. It was inaccurate because the topics on the reading list did not
correspond with all the questions in the test. In fact, it appears that one half, or
more, of the questions in parts one and two of the qualifying test for the crime
jurisdiction were, or may have been, on topics not on the reading list. Candidates
without any experience of criminal law were therefore placed at a further
disadvantage in relation to parts one and two of the qualifying test as they were
being asked to answer questions outside their knowledge or experience, and they
were given no time to look the answer up. This inevitably caused these candidates
to lose marks and time in completing the test. That, in turn, will have prejudiced
their ability to complete the third (critical analysis) part of the test.

6

Successful candidates are due to be notified in mid-October 2015: https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/800-recorderinformation-page.
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8. Further, even if non-criminal or non-family practitioners passed the qualifying test, they
were stuck with their score in that test, and that score was taken into account in
determining which 198 or so candidates were eliminated from the selection exercise at
the second-stage shortlisting and which 198 or so candidates were invited to the
selection day7. The prejudice suffered by non-criminal and non-family practitioners in
the qualifying test was therefore carried forward into the second-stage shortlisting, and
inevitably will have had a “knock-on” effect as to whether they then made it through to
the selection day. Their chances of making it through to the selection day were further
reduced because the written assessment used in the second-stage short-listing also
required technical knowledge of criminal or family law (depending on the test). The
areas of law were notified in advance, but from the limited feedback received it appears
that any candidate who practised in criminal or family law had an inherent advantage
in identifying, and dealing with, all the issues that test gave rise to.
9. Save for the points mentioned in paragraph 8 above, this report does not address the
second-stage shortlisting in any detail. This is because, given the unfairness of the
qualifying test used for the initial sift of applicants, the ChBA has not yet sought
specific feedback in relation to the second-stage shortlisting.
10. The only conclusion to be drawn is that the qualifying test was not fit for purpose. It
was not designed to be accessible to candidates from across the profession regardless
of their jurisdictional specialisation. The consequence of this is that it was incorrect for
the JAC to describe the 2015 Recorder Competition as being open to candidates with
no previous experience of criminal law or family law. Such candidates could of course
apply but having spent considerable time and effort on completing their application
forms8 and preparing for the test, they were placed at an immediate, significant and
unfair disadvantage by reference to the structure and content of the qualifying test.
11. The ChBA is very concerned to draw this conclusion to the attention of the JAC so that
this significant unfairness does not arise again in relation to any future recorder
competitions (or indeed any competitions).
12. This is particularly important given that:
(1) Appointment as a recorder is a very significant access point to the judiciary and, in
particular, to the High Court and Circuit bench. Fairness in the selection process is
therefore crucial.
(2) The qualifying test should be an effective and fair “sift process”.
(3) There is no policy which provides that recorders sitting in crime or family should
be selected from practitioners who practise in these specialist areas of law9.
However, that is, or is very likely to be, the consequence of the 2015 Recorder

See the description of second-stage shortlisting set out in Stuart Burrows’ email of 11 March 2015 at para 60
below.
8
And no doubt also contacting referees.
9
This was a point which the ChBA questioned with the JAC in its letter to the Chairman (Christopher Stephens)
dated 25 August 2011, following the 2011 Recorder selection exercise.
7
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selection exercise and such a consequence is not in the public interest, particularly
when there has been no public consultation about such an outcome.
(4) This is the second time that a competition to appoint recorders sitting in crime or
family has favoured those who practice in criminal or family law. It first happened
in 2011. The 2011 Recorder selection exercise was the first time that the qualifying
test was based on the actual jurisdiction of criminal or family law. The ChBA
explained in detail why that competition was unfair in a letter from the ChBA
(Malcolm Davis-White QC10) to the Chairman of the JAC dated 25 August 201111.
Indeed, the outcome of the 2011 Recorder selection exercise was that:
(a) Only 11 (13.6%) of the 81 recorders appointed to sit in crime had non-criminal
practices, whereas 69 (85.2%) had criminal practices (1.2% unknown). This is
to be contrasted with the outcome of the previous 2009 Recorder selection
exercise when the qualifying test was not based on criminal law. Rather, it was
based on a hypothetical jurisdiction. The result of the 2009 competition was
that 66 (51.6%) of the 128 recorders appointed had non-criminal practices,
whereas 60 (46.9%) had criminal practices (1.6% unknown).
(b) All (100%) of the 27 recorders appointed to sit in family had practices in family
law.
(5) There is no reason why, in relation to a recorder selection exercise, the JAC cannot
set a qualifying test based on a hypothetical jurisdiction and invented statutory
materials. This was the basis of the qualifying test used in the 2009 Recorder
selection exercise. It was a test that was fair to candidates from all professional
backgrounds and the even-handed nature of this test is clear from the outcome of
the 2009 Recorder Competition (see para 12(4)(a) above).
(6) The experience of the ChBA’s members who applied in the Recorder Competition
is that they were misled by the JAC in relation to the selection process, their time
was wasted, and they are unlikely to apply again. This is based on the feedback
received by the ChBA in relation to the qualifying test and is completely at odds
with:
(a) the JAC’s stated aims12 which include “[making] the candidate experience as
positive as we can13; [improving] the diversity outcomes of our selection
processes; [increasing] the certainty in the quality of selections” (see the JAC’s
Business Plan 2014-2015, page 214);
(b) the JAC’s statutory purpose which includes “hav[ing] regard to the need to
encourage diversity in the range of persons available for selection”;

10

The then Chairman of the ChBA.
See para 25 below.
12
To achieve the JAC’s statutory purposes under section 64 of the Constitutional Reform Act 2005.
13
The present Chairman’s vision for the JAC includes “a greater focus on improving the candidate experience in
regard to the selection process as a whole” (para 3.2 of the JAC’s minutes dated 9 February 2012).
14
https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/sites/default/files/sync/basic_page/jac_business_plan_2014-15.pdf.
11
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(c) the JAC’s statement that it “makes significant efforts to ensure all processes are
fair and that all applicants receive equal treatment. In doing this, it is
discharging its responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010 and the
Constitutional Reform Act 2005” (see “Overview of selection process” on the
JAC’s website under the heading “Equality and Diversity”15).
(7) Meritorious candidates for judicial appointment will be discouraged from applying
in any future competitions. The consequence of this is that the pool of potential
able candidates will be reduced. The pool will be reduced both in terms of the
applicants specifically put off by this qualifying test and in terms of applicants in
future competitions being put off in the light of the reputation of the qualifying test.
13. If, as the JAC say, a recorder selection exercise is open to candidates from all professional backgrounds, then the JAC must stop using qualifying tests, or any short-listing
methods, based on the actual jurisdictions of criminal or family law. Qualifying tests
formulated on this basis are unfair to practitioners who do not specialise in these areas
of law and cannot be the right tests to sift applicants at the first stage, or indeed any
stage, of the selection process to appoint recorders sitting in criminal or family law.
(iii)

Structure of this report

14. To put the ChBA’s complaints about the unfairness of the qualifying test in context it
is necessary first of all to set out (amongst other things):
(1) The JAC’s explanation as to the nature, purpose and development of qualifying
tests.
(2) The information provided by the JAC about the Recorder Competition on its
website, and also the information provided by the JAC directly to the ChBA.
(3) The steps the ChBA took to inform its members about the Recorder Competition,
and how they should prepare for it.
(4) The 2015 Recorder selection exercise itself and, in particular, the qualifying test on
7 May 2015.
15. These topics are addressed in Sections B (pages 9 to 26) and C (pages 27 to 36) below.
The feedback received by the ChBA in relation to the qualifying test is then set out in
Section D (pages 37 to 50) and the overall conclusion is set out in Section E (pages 51
to 53).
(iv)

COMBAR support

16. This report is written with the support of COMBAR, the specialist association of the
English and Welsh Commercial Bar. Its members also participated in the Recorder
Competition, and have provided feedback in relation to the qualifying test. COMBAR
has read this report and agrees with the conclusions expressed herein.

15

https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/overview-selection-process.
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17. As to the ChBA, it is one of the longest established Bar Associations and represents the
interests of over 1,200 members handling the full breadth of Chancery work16, both in
London and throughout the country. Membership of the ChBA is restricted to those
barristers whose practice consists primarily of Chancery work. The ChBA is recognised by the Bar Council as a Specialist Bar Association.

“Chancery Work” means work “that is commonly or traditionally undertaken in the Chancery Division of the
High Court of Justice and such other contentious and non-contentious work as is, in the opinion of the Committee
[of the ChBA], of a type commonly or traditionally undertaken by members of the Chancery Bar, whether (in the
case of contentious or potentially contentious work) in the Chancery Division or in another court or tribunal”:
Rule 1(9) of the ChBA’s Rules (July 2015).
16
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(B) DETAILED BACKGROUND
(i)

The JAC’s explanation as to the nature, purpose and development of qualifying
tests: 2010-2013

18. The ChBA has held regular meetings with the JAC since 2010. The purpose of these
meetings has been:
(1) to provide the JAC with feedback from the ChBA’s members in relation to recent
competitions or selection exercises, and
(2) to receive information from the JAC about up and coming competitions that may
be of interest to the ChBA’s members.
From the minutes available on the JAC’s website17 the ChBA appears to have been the
only specialist bar association to have engaged with the JAC on this basis.
19. These meetings have been attended by the Chairman and/or Vice-Chairman of the
ChBA and the Chairman and/or senior staff at the JAC. Sarah Gane (Director of the
Selection Exercise Directorate) was the ChBA’s main point of contact at the JAC from
2011 until her retirement in December 2014.
20. On 21 April 2010 the ChBA (Michael Todd QC, Chairman and Malcolm Davis-White
QC, Vice-Chairman) met with the JAC (Baroness Prashar, Jonathan Sumption QC and
Jane Andrews) in order to discuss the Recorder (Civil) selection exercise and the
detailed feedback provided by the ChBA in a report dated 31 March 201018.
21. The JAC explained to the ChBA at that meeting that qualifying tests:
“were designed to be accessible to candidates from across the profession
regardless of their jurisdictional specialisation.”19
22. Further, Jonathan Sumption QC explained to the ChBA that:
“his view had changed over the last couple of years, and he was now a supporter
of qualifying tests as a means of short-listing, because the alternative of a paper
sift using self-assessments and references was less satisfactory. A sift would
readily identify candidates at the high and low end of the scale, but would leave
a large number of candidates in the middle. Fine distinctions would have to be
made to identify the small group that would progress to the next stage in the
exercise, which would be susceptible to disadvantage those candidates who
were less well known but might have a great deal to offer…”

17

The minutes on the website go back to October 2009: https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/minutes-judicialappointments-commission-pre2014.
18
“Report of the Chancery Bar Association on the Qualifying Test for the Recorder (Civil) Competition 2009”
dated 31 March 2010.
19
Para 3 of the minutes of the meeting prepared by Jane Andrews of the JAC.
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23. This view was repeated by Jonathan Sumption QC, who was then a JAC Commissioner,
in his article “Making the Grade”, published in Counsel Magazine in April 2011. The
article included the following list of bullet points in relation to written qualifying tests:
“- The tests are not designed to assess legal knowledge and they are not
memory tests.
-

They are designed, generally by judges in the relevant jurisdiction, to prove
a preliminary assessment of your legal reasoning, forensic judgment and
ability to make and explain decisions.

-

They also seek to avoid giving an advantage to practitioners from any
particular professional background or specialism.

-

Before they are used, they are tried out on a representative group of
volunteers who sit the test and give their views about whether these
objectives have been achieved, as well as about issues such as timing and
clarity. A good deal of work then goes into adjusting them for anomalies
which have come to light.”

24. Jonathan Sumption QC’s article also explained the following:
“The Commission organises “dry-run” or mock tests which volunteers sit under
exam conditions. The main purpose of this is to enable the Commission to
improve the tests. But they also provide valuable experience for the volunteers.
Most people thinking of applying for recorderships or other judicial offices will
not have sat an exam for at least 15 years. They are unlikely to remember their
last experience with much affection. Volunteering to sit a dry-run test provides
an opportunity to practise basic exam technique, in a way which should improve
your chances if you think that one day you may be doing the real thing…
First class failures
Why then do some first class practitioners fail? I recently went through the test
scripts in a large exercise for which I was the assigned commissioner. A number
of excellent candidates from the Bar failed to make the short-list. I wanted to
discover why. The commonest reasons were generally the most trivial:
- candidates did not study properly the legal materials provided in advance;
- or they failed to read the questions carefully;
- or (the commonest problem of all) they failed to plan the use of their time,
spending too long on a few questions, often those carrying the fewest marks
(the number of marks is shown on the paper).
In one sense all this is dismaying. But in another, it is reassuring, because the
factors which cause good candidates to fail are eminently correctable. You can
look up old tests on the JAC’s website to see how they are set. You can read the
markers’ assessment of the results of each test on the website. Above all, you
can volunteer for a mock test through the website, thereby helping us to make
the tests better and building up valuable experience to polish up your
examination technique. Obviously, volunteers who sit the mock test must not be
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candidates in the exercise in question… If you dislike the JAC’s procedures,
you may be converted, but if not you will at least have helped to improve them.”
25. The JAC ran a selection exercise in summer 2011 to appoint recorders sitting in family
and crime20. That exercise gave rise to concerns on the part of the ChBA and, on 25
August 2011, the Chairman of the ChBA (Malcolm Davis-White QC) wrote to the
Chairman of the JAC as follows:
“I write further to our useful meeting in May. One of the matters that arose was
the Chancery Bar Association’s concerns about a previous Civil Recorder
Competition (for Civil Recorders to sit as Deputy High Court Judges) run by
the JAC and our detailed feedback on that competition.
It is with some concern therefore that I now have to write again about the recent
Criminal and Family Recorder competitions.
In short, I have received a lot of feedback from members of the Chancery Bar
Association expressing their concerns about what they perceived to be the
unfair nature of the written tests that they sat. The gravamen of the complaint
is that the papers unquestionably favoured those who practice in crime and
family law. This is because they were in part at least a test of the application
of real crime and family statutory materials and authorities to hypothetical
factual circumstances. No prior notice was given that there would be a test of
understanding of current criminal and family law and procedure, and the
materials in question were not provided in advance so that those who do not
practise in those areas would have a chance to study and consider them.
Previously, the JAC has gone to great lengths to defend the written examination
as a means of sifting out those candidates who display real judicial qualities of
good judgement under time pressure (but not necessarily being current
specialists in the area of law in which they would, if successful, sit). Jonathan
Sumption QC, one of the commissioners, wrote a lengthy defence of the sift
examination in Counsel magazine recently on that basis, stressing that the test
was carefully structured so as not to favour unduly those practising particular
areas of law …
In previous test papers, a clear practice was established of testing judgement
and judgecraft (for want of a better word) in the context of hypothetical
jurisdictions and invented statutory materials, so that no advantage would be
enjoyed by those with a detailed knowledge of actual law and procedure …
Prior to this year’s competition, no indication was given to candidates (or
publicly) that the style and basis of the test would change and the test be based
on actual substantive law and procedure. After a careful search of the JAC
website, I was able to find – after a lengthy search- a sentence stating that there
would not be tests on hypothetical jurisdictions. But that gave no indication
that the basis of the test would be on actual criminal and family law…”
(underlining added)
20

This was the last such competition to appoint recorders before the 2015 Recorder selection exercise.
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26. That letter led to a meeting between the JAC and the ChBA on 28 September 2011 at
which, amongst other things, the ChBA asked the JAC “to consider providing
qualifying test reading material to candidates on a routine basis in advance of their
sitting the tests”. The outcome of the meeting was recorded in the JAC’s letter to the
ChBA dated 17 October 2011, which also answered the ChBA’s letter dated 25 August
2011. The JAC (Christopher Stephens) said this:
“I now have a much better understanding of the concerns of your members and,
just as if not more importantly, a knowledge that we will be able to work
together in ensuring the candidate perspective is more effectively taken into
account in the operation of future exercises.
I am conscious that I do owe you a reply to your letter of 25 August 2011, and
this provides me with an opportunity to say how I propose to address those
concerns in future selection exercises.
As we discussed, competition is almost always fierce given the high number of
people seeking these roles compared to the relatively small number of vacancies
available. Therefore, we need to ensure that there is sufficient “stretch” in our
tests in order to avoid the “bunching” of candidate scores. This exercise was
no exception with approximately 14 applications per vacancy. Inevitably some
very able lawyers were consequently disappointed.
In short-listing we seek to ensure fairness, objectively and value for public
money. We endeavour to keep our process as transparent as possible and to
provide as much support and advice for applicants as possible. For example,
opportunities for candidates to participate in dry-run tests, mock interviews and
role plays are offered, alongside examples of qualifying tests and feedback
reports from earlier exercises. There is also a video of sample role play on our
website.
You asked the JAC to consider providing qualifying test reading material to
candidates on a routine basis in advance of sitting the tests. The JAC does
consider carefully what specific arrangements to apply to each exercise and I
will ensure that your proposal is properly taken into account in any future
exercises.
For this particular Recorder exercise, the tests were subject to a “dry run” by
lawyers who met the eligibility requirements21….
I think it would be enormously helpful for the JAC and the Chancery Bar
members to work together more closely and more regularly … I also mentioned
21

The JAC (Sarah Gane) informed the ChBA that in relation to the 2011 Recorder selection exercise barristers
represented only one fifth of the persons who had registered for the “dry-runs” (Sarah Gane’s email to Malcolm
Davis-White QC dated 7 November 2011 (timed at 9.56)). As to the breakdown of the barristers who participated,
the JAC explained: “In the first dry run 33% (11) of the candidates were barristers. Of them, 64% practised in
crime; 27% in family/civil; and one person was undisclosed. In the second dry run civil/family barristers
represented 1/5th of the barrister pool” (see Sarah Gane’s email to Malcolm Davis-White QC dated 5 December
2011 (timed at 9.44)).
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forthcoming opportunities for involvement of your members as dry-run
candidates in some of our exercises. This will be particularly important as we
move towards piloting the use of online and possibly aptitude tests as a method
of short-listing Sarah Gane will follow this up and contact you with the relevant
details.”
27. On 5 December 2011 the JAC (Sarah Gane) informed the ChBA (Malcolm DavisWhite QC) that:
“Since our initial discussions the selection teams are now all appraised of the
issues that have arisen and are working hard to try and ensure there is a fair
representation [of barristers from different professional backgrounds] at dry
runs.”
28. There was a further meeting between the JAC (Sarah Gane) and the ChBA (Malcolm
Davis-White QC and Tim Fancourt QC) on 11 April 2012. The minutes of that meeting22 record:
“Qualifying Test for Recorder 2011 selection exercise
MDW believes a perception remains that the tests are unfair, and the
advantages and disadvantages of hypothetical tests versus tests based on actual
areas of law were discussed. It was recognised that this is a significant access
point into the judiciary and so apparent fairness is important. Actual
jurisdiction tests in crime and family law mean that chancery applicants will
have to do a lot of preparation to have a reasonable chance of success. That
may not be objectionable as long as such candidates are told in advance what
to expect and so can work out what they need to do if they are to apply.
SG asked MDW and TF to encourage members of the Chancery Bar who are
considering judicial appointment to volunteer for dry-runs of the tests. They
agreed to do so and said it would be helpful if JAC could let them know in
advance of dates of relevant dry-runs, which they would then publicise. TF
offered to try to assemble a pool of willing guinea pigs if that would assist.”
(underlining added).
29. On 14 September 2012 the ChBA (Tim Fancourt QC) met with the JAC (Sarah Gane).
The JAC’s note of that meeting in relation to the 2011 Recorder selection exercise is
set out in Sarah Gane’s internal email to Martin Forde QC, Nigel Reeder and John
Rodley23 in which she said this:
“Recorder Exercise – TF asked if we knew the % of barristers from specialist
areas that were appointed in the 2011 exercise. 85% of the recommendations
were from barristers. I said if we can readily identify the breakdown we will
consider. I discussed the review of the selection process and the future of
22

The draft minutes were prepared by Tim Fancourt QC. On 25 July 2012 Sarah Gane of the JAC returned them
to him with tracked changes, thereby approving them. The minutes approved by Sarah Gane on 25 July 2012 are
quoted in this Report.
23
This email was forwarded by Sarah Gane to Tim Fancourt QC on 4 December 2012.
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qualifying tests which we are beginning to see diminish already. TF also
stressed that if a QT does take place the importance of candidates seeing the
materials up-front. I confirmed that the commission has already taken a view
on this and it is now our confirmed policy. [closedown on this exercise remains
o/s but I will check with the team24]…
Finally TF said that members are still happy to be considered as ‘guinea pigs’
on our tests. I said that I would pass this onto the teams for the forthcoming
exercises.”
30. The JAC (Sarah Gane) in its email to the ChBA (Tim Fancourt QC) of 4 December
2012 forwarded the note of the meeting on 14 September 2012 and explained that:
“In relation to the tests, whilst we are advanced in piloting alternative types,
unfortunately the exercise we intended to pilot an alternative test on has been
delayed and will not now launch until 2013. This means that we are unlikely to
have tested an alternative ahead of the recorder exercise. We have not started
planning for the recorder exercise yet, but at this stage I cannot see us wanting
to try a new method on that exercise without having tested it on a smaller one
first.
In the meantime we are trying to make sure that we have a good mix of people
to test materials on where we are reverting to the traditional methods. The next
QT will be for fee paid employment judge exercise and we are currently starting
to consider this and seek people to test if anyone is interested. If you would like
further detail of this one, let me know and I will ask the team to send through.
I will ask Usha, my PA to send through some dates for a meeting in the New
Year, perhaps with the commissioner who will be assigned to the recorder
exercise or Martin. We could then talk through the planning for the exercise
and up-date you on any further changes…”.
31. The ChBA (Tim Fancourt QC) responded by email the same day to the JAC and said
this:
“As and when you have requirements for pre-testing any tests please let me
know (with the date or dates) and we will advertise in our weekly newsletter.
I am happy to meet in February as originally planned to discuss the next
Recorder exercise, by which time you will presumably know much more about
the format of the test”.
32. The meeting suggested for February 2013 to discuss the next selection exercise for
recorders never took place. This was no doubt because the competition scheduled for
2013 was postponed and, as set out below, did not in fact launch until over two years
later on 16 April 2015. The next meeting between the JAC and the ChBA took place
in September 2013. At that meeting the main issue discussed was that in future
The ChBA has not seen a copy of the “Closedown Report for the Recorder 2011 Exercise”, which was presented
to the Board on 13 June 2013 (see para 36 below).
24
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qualifying tests would be conducted on-line, and there would no longer be a written
exam. The ChBA was informed that the recorder exercise had been postponed and, in
the light of this, the next meeting between the ChBA and the JAC did not take place
until 11 November 2014 (see para 45 below).
(ii)

The outcome of the 2011 Recorder selection exercise

33. The JAC has never provided the ChBA with a breakdown of the percentage of barristers
from specialist areas that were appointed as a result of the 2011 Recorder selection
exercise. It is to be inferred that the ChBA has not been provided with this information
because the JAC was unable to “readily identify the breakdown” (cf the JAC’s email
dated 14 September 2012 (see para 29 above)). Further, this information is not
available from the document entitled “Judicial Selection and Recommendations for
Appointment Statistics, October 2011 to March 2012” (published 14 June 2012). The
statistics in relation to the 2011 Recorder exercise are set out in Table 13 and at page
25 of that report. Under the heading “Professional Background” the report only
provides this explanation:
“317 (22 per cent) of the 1,430 eligible applicants were solicitors, 960 (67
percent) were barristers. Of the 265 shortlisted applicants, 36 (14 per cent)
were solicitors and 205 (77 per cent) were barristers. Of the 10825 applicants
recommended for appointment, seven (six per cent) were solicitors, 92 (85 per
cent) were barristers, seven (six per cent) were salaried judicial office holders,
and two applicants did not declare their professional background.”
34. Members of the ChBA applied in the 2011 selection exercise to be appointed as
recorders, but only two ChBA members were appointed to sit in crime. The persons
who were appointed can be identified from the lists in The Gazette. A study of these
lists shows that:
(1) 81 recorders26 were appointed to sit in crime:
(a) 69 (85.2%) had a predominant or significant criminal practice or were district
judges already sitting in crime.
(b) 11 (13.6%) had non-criminal practices (two of these were members of the
ChBA).
(c) 1 (1.2%) worked for HMCTS (and the nature of this person’s practice is
unclear).
(2) 27 recorders27 were appointed to sit in family:
25

81 recorders were appointed to sit in crime and 27 were appointed to sit in family.
This is set out in the schedule at Appendix 1 to this report (page 54). The information is derived from the
published list of recorders in The Gazette on 26 July 2012 https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-60226-1643079
and one further appointment on 30 October 2012 https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-60320-1702766. The
analysis was carried out by one of the officers of the ChBA by reference to the Bar Directory (2011) and individual
profiles available on a chambers or firm website.
27
This is set out in the schedule at Appendix 2 to this report (page 57). The information is derived from the
published list of recorders in The Gazette on 30 April 2012: https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-6013826
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(a) 26 (96%) were family practitioners or district judges.
(b) 1 (4%) was a family and criminal practitioner.
35. In the 2009 Competition there were 128 new recorders appointed to sit in crime on the
South Eastern Circuit28. 66 (51.6%) of the applicants recommended for appointment
to sit in crime were civil practitioners29, 60 (46.9%) were criminal practitioners and 2
(1.6%) are not known30. 10 were members of the ChBA. In relation to that selection
exercise, the qualifying test used for the initial sift asked “technical” questions based
on a hypothetical jurisdiction and invented statutory materials. There were no questions
directed specifically at “technical knowledge” of criminal law.
(iii)

The JAC’s development of the selection process for the Recorder Competition

36. On 13 June 2013 the next recorder exercise was introduced to the Board. The JAC’s
minutes record that:
“10.1 The Assistant Director, Senior Appointments presented a paper which
provided a closedown report for the Recorder 2011 exercise and introduced the
next Recorder 2013 exercise due to launch in December. 10.2 The Commission
noted the closedown report which included the qualifying test papers for the
Recorder 2011 exercise. 10.3 The Commission was also asked to note the
outline of the process currently being planned and considered for the Recorder
2013 selection exercise. However, confirmation of the total number of
vacancies for both the crime and family jurisdictions had not yet been received.
A further paper would come before the Board in July and would include
proposals for the short-listing methods available for consideration and formal
agreement by the Commission.”
37. On 11 July 2013 the Director of Operations (Sarah Gane) presented a paper to the JAC
setting out proposals regarding the development of a selection process for the next
recorder competition. The minutes record that:
“the Commission agreed to further development of the proposed methods for
shortlisting and selection day, noting the further work to be carried out in
identifying specific tests in the coming weeks, and that the final proposal would
come back to the Board for approval ...”31

1586801. The analysis was carried out by one of the officers of the ChBA on the same basis as in footnote 26
above.
28
There were 982 applications for 128 posts: see page 25 of the JAC’s Annual Report 2009/10.
29
This is set out in the schedule at Appendix 3 to this report (page 58). The information is derived from the
published list of recorders in The Gazette on 23 October 2009: https://www.thegazette.co.uk/notice/L-59230-668.
The analysis was carried out by one of the officers of the ChBA on the same basis as footnote 26, except that the
Bar Directory (2009) was used.
30
This is because they were given full-time appointments shortly afterwards, so it is not possible to verify the
professional backgrounds of these candidates.
31
See the JAC’s minutes dated 11 July 2013 at para 10.3.
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38. However, the Board’s detailed consideration of this process did not begin again until
13 November 2014 when:
“the Assistant Director [Stuart Burrows], Selection Process Review, presented
a paper asking the Commission to consider the selection process to be used in
the forthcoming Recorder selection exercise. The Commission noted that
another more detailed paper would be presented to the December meeting in
order for a final decision to be made on the process to be applied.”32
39. The detail of how the qualifying test was developed and tested is not apparent from the
JAC’s minutes. For example, it is not explained in the JAC’s minutes dated 11
December 2014, 12 February 2015 or 11 March 2015. Rather, the minutes available
record the following:
(1) On 11 December 2014 the JAC adopted the two competency frameworks33 to be
used and approved “the development of a second stage short-listing tool” in relation
to the Recorder Competition (para 7.1 to 7.4).
(2) On 12 February 2015 that “a record of the 15 January Selection Process Review
meeting had been circulated to all Commissioners, setting out the decisions reached
in respect of the selection process to be followed in the forthcoming Recorder
exercise. It agreed that the record of the meeting should be tabled and formally
noted at the next Board meeting” (para 1.4).
(3) On 11 March 2015 that “the Commission noted a record of the 15 January Selection
Process Review meeting, setting out the decisions reached in respect of the selection
process to be followed in the forthcoming Recorder exercise” (para 1.4) and that
“the Head of Operations provided the Commission with an update on the Advisory
Group’s meeting on 4 March. At its meeting, the Group discussed the qualifying
test for the … Recorder selection exercises …” (para 6.1).
40. The purpose of the JAC Advisory Group is to “review all qualifying tests for the
purpose of shortlisting and also role plays” (see the JAC minutes dated 10 March 2011
(para 3)) and the material that is reviewed by the group includes “qualifying tests,
marking schedules, role plays and situational scenarios, assessment schedules and
feedback reports, as well as the Group’s input on new ideas or process changes the JAC
is considering, such as on-line testing” (see the JAC minutes dated 26 January 2012
(para 5.2)). However, the minutes of the meetings of the JAC Advisory Group are not
available on the JAC’s website. Likewise papers prepared by the JAC Advisory Group
for the purposes of discussion at Board level of the JAC do not appear to be available
on the JAC’s website. Further, it is not clear from the JAC minutes, or elsewhere on
the JAC website, who are the members of the JAC Advisory Group for 2014/2015 or
2015/201634.

32

See minutes dated 9 October 2014 (para 3.1) and 13 November 2014 (para 6.1).
Set out at paras 49 to 52 below.
34
Although the ChBA understands the JAC Advisory Group is composed of senior judiciary and representatives
of the legal profession.
33
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(iv)

Reading lists and alleged dry run of the qualifying test

41. The ChBA understood that it was the JAC’s “confirmed policy” that, in relation to any
future recorder selection exercises, candidates would be informed of the relevant
“technical” legal materials in advance of the test (see the JAC’s email dated 14
September 2012; para 29 above). The ChBA understood this policy would apply to the
2015 Recorder selection exercise.
42. The qualifying test and lists of reference materials were drafted by two circuit judges,
one from the family jurisdiction and one from crime (see the JAC’s letter to the ChBA
dated 27 May 2015; para 86 below). The ChBA anticipated that it would be contacted
to provide “mock” candidates to participate in the dry-run of the qualifying test.
However, this never happened35.
43. There was apparently a dry run for the qualifying test36. However, it is not known:
(1) whether any non-criminal or non-family practitioners (or indeed judges) sat the “dry
runs” of the qualifying test and if so what, if any, feedback was provided;
(2) whether any of the “mock” candidates were barristers and, if so, their professional
background;
(3) the basis on which the dry run of the qualifying test took place and, in particular,
whether the “mock” candidates were asked to start their preparation from scratch
with a reading list of materials provided in advance; and
(4) what “independent diversity proofing”37 took place in relation to the qualifying test.
The information provided on the JAC website before the qualifying test stated that
“all shortlisting materials have been written by relevant judges and the content has
been approved by the JAC Equality and Fair Treatment Team 38 and the Advisory
Group, which includes representatives of the legal professions and the judiciary”.
44. The ChBA contacted the Bar Council to find out whether it was consulted by the JAC
in relation to the qualifying test. On 10 September 2015 the Chairman-Elect of the Bar
Council (Chantal-Aimee Doerries QC) informed the ChBA that:
“I can confirm that [the Bar Council] did not have sight of the content of the
test papers although we did have limited sight of the following for the limited
purpose of reviewing them for the E&D and access objectives: the competency
framework i.e. a list of behaviours expected from a Recorder (“Possesses a
detailed knowledge of a relevant jurisdiction, law and practice and
35

They were, however, contacted to provide candidates to participate in the Mock Test on 7 April 2015 (see paras
69 to 71 below). The purpose of this was to test was to help “the JAC to further test our new IT system” and to
provide “an opportunity for you to see how the qualifying test may look”. The Mock Test was not testing the
materials for the qualifying test itself.
36
Hayley Devine told Amanda Tipples QC this over the telephone on 23 April 2015 (see para 78 below).
37
The term used by the Chairman of the JAC (Baroness Prashar) at the meeting between the JAC and the ChBA
on 21 April 2010 (see para 20 above).
38
The minutes of the meetings of the “JAC Equality and Fair Treatment Team” are not available on the JAC’s
website.
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demonstrates an ability and willingness to learn and develop professionally"
etc ) and a prototype of the self-evaluation tool i.e. the pre-application part
which sets out requirements around character; eligibility; and suitability.”
(v)

Information provided by the JAC about the Recorder Competition

(a) Information provided by the JAC to the ChBA on 11 November 2014
45. The ChBA was aware that a Recorder Competition was due to launch in the early part
of 2015, the competition having been postponed on more than one occasion in 2014.
To this end, on 11 November 2014 the ChBA (Penelope Reed QC, Chair and Amanda
Tipples QC, Vice-Chair) met with the JAC (Sarah Gane (then Head of Operations),
Carol Morgan and Stuart Burrows39) to discuss the Recorder Competition, together with
other forthcoming competitions, and how each competition would be run.
46. In relation to the Recorder Competition the JAC told the ChBA that:
“The competition will look for Recorders sitting in crime and family and, in
relation to this competition, it is anticipated that candidates will be entitled to
apply for both types of work if they wish. It is intended that the competition
should be open to candidates from a number of different backgrounds and those
who do not practise in family and crime will be able to apply.” (emphasis added)
47. The ChBA was also told that it was anticipated that, once application forms had been
submitted there would be a three stage process, the first stage of which would be a
qualifying test. The ChBA was told that:
“Qualifying test/First Shortlisting: This will be an on-line multiple choice test
to examine a number of different skills, ie legal/technical, judgement and
analysis. In relation to this: (a) Candidates will be notified of the area of law
one month in advance of the test. This will give non-specialists time to
familiarise themselves with the relevant area of law40. (b) If the competition
launches in March 2015, it is anticipated that the qualifying test will take place
one month later in April 2015…”
48. The ChBA prepared a note of this meeting which was placed on the ChBA’s website
on 18 November 2014. Members’ attention was drawn to the contents of this note in
the ChBA’s weekly newsletter dated 20 November 2014. This note also provided
guidance to members about steps they should take, or think about taking, in order to
prepare for the Recorder Competition once it was launched.
(b) Information published about the Recorder Competition on the JAC website in March
2015
49. Under the heading “Competency Framework” the JAC’s website invited candidates to
read the competencies for the role before making an application. The information then
explained:
39
40

Assistant Director of the JAC.
Which rather suggested one area of law, rather than a whole range of topics.
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“The self assessment forms an important part of your application and allows
you to provide examples of how you have demonstrated the competencies
required for the post of Recorder.
You must only give examples of how you demonstrate the competencies for the
jurisdictions you are applying for. There are six competencies for Crime and
six for Family. Therefore if you are applying for both jurisdictions you will
need to provide examples of how you demonstrate all 12 competencies. For
details of the competencies can be found at https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/800recorder-competency-framework.”
50. The competency frameworks were entitled “Behaviours of an Effective Role Holder –
Recorder (Crime)” and “Behaviours of an Effective Role Holder – Recorder (Family)”.
51. The headings of the six competencies for Recorder (Crime) are as follows:
(1)

Exercising Judgement: Demonstrates integrity and applies independence of
mind to make incisive, fair and legally sound decisions.

(2)

Possessing and Building Knowledge: Possesses a detailed knowledge of the
relevant jurisdiction, law and practice and demonstrates an ability and
willingness to learn and develop professionally.

(3)

Assimilating and Clarifying Information: Quickly assimilates information to
identify essential issues, develops a clear understanding and clarifies
uncertainty through eliciting and exploring information.

(4)

Working and Interacting with Others: (‘Others’ refers to all court users,
colleagues, court staff, parties, advocates, witnesses and members of the
public41) Conducts proceedings appropriately, values diversity and shows
empathy and sensitivity in building relationships.

(5)

Communicating Effectively: Demonstrates good communication42 skills and
authority.

(6)

Managing Work Efficiently: Works effectively and plans to make the best use
of resources available.

The main headings for each of the six competencies for the Recorder (Family) are the
same as for Recorder (Crime), except for the minor differences recorded in footnotes
41 and 42.

Under the main or banner heading “Working and Interacting with Others” the fourth competency for a Recorder
(Family) does not refer to “members of the public”. The competency is otherwise the same for Recorder (Crime).
42
Under the main heading “Communicating Effectively”, the fifth competency for a Recorder (Family) refers to
“good oral and written communication skills and authority”.
41
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52. Then, under the main heading for each competency, there were a number of bullet
points providing examples of the competency. The bullet points for “Possessing and
Building Knowledge” in the case of Recorder (Crime) were:
“-

Demonstrates knowledge of criminal law and procedure43
Demonstrates the ability to acquire further knowledge
Keeps abreast of changes in the law and embraces new court processes
and procedures
Is motivated towards, and actively pursues, continuous learning and
personal development”

53. Under the heading “Selection process” the following information was provided in
relation to “the qualifying test”:
“The first stage shortlisting will be an on-line multiple choice qualifying test
with three elements: [1] technical legal knowledge specific to each jurisdiction,
[2] situational judgement specific to each jurisdiction (putting the candidate in
typical situations that they might find themselves in as a judge) and [3] general
critical analysis. Each element will focus on different skills and competencies
and will have a minimum pass mark. The most meritorious candidates overall
will proceed to the second stage of short listing. A list of preparation materials
can be found here: 800-qualifying-test-reference-materials. If you are applying
for both the Family and Crime posts you will be required to complete both the
technical and situational judgement elements for each jurisdiction.”
(underlining added)
54. The “second-stage shortlisting” was explained as follows:
“The second shortlisting stage will consist of a scenario based written test
assessed by an independent panel chair and a judicial panel member. The
written scenario will involve a situation a Recorder may face and will require
a typed response rather than answering multiple choice questions. If you are
applying for both the Family and Crime posts you will be required to complete
two scenarios based written tests (one for each jurisdiction). The assessment
will be run online via the JAC website.”
55. The website then explained:
“All shortlisting materials have been written by relevant judges and the content
has been approved by the JAC Equality and Fair Treatment Team and the
Advisory Group, which includes representatives from the legal professions and
the judiciary. The independent panel chair and judicial panel member will then
review your performance from each stage of the shortlisting process. The most
meritorious candidates will be invited to the selection day.”

For a Recorder (Family) this was “Demonstrates knowledge of family law and procedure”. Save for that point,
the other ingredients of this competency were the same for Recorder (Family).
43
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(c) Information provided by the JAC to the ChBA on 11 March 2015
56. Following publication of the competency frameworks the ChBA was concerned to
know whether the JAC’s position was still that the Recorder Competition was “open to
candidates from a number of different backgrounds and those who do not participate in
family and crime will be able to apply”. This was because the competency framework
included, amongst other things, the following statements:
(1) “demonstrates knowledge of criminal law and procedure” for Recorder (Crime);
and
(2) “demonstrates knowledge of family law and procedure” for Recorder (Family)44.
57. On 11 March 2015 the ChBA (Amanda Tipples QC) contacted Stuart Burrows,
Assistant Director of the JAC, in order to ask him about this, and make sure that the
ChBA was up to date in relation to the forthcoming Recorder Competition. This was
because, amongst other things, the ChBA had organised a “Recorder Workshop” for its
members the following week on 17 March 2015 (see paras 62 to 66 below).
58. In response to the ChBA’s concerns about the Competency Frameworks, JAC (Stuart
Burrows) explained and emphasised the following points:
(1)

The Recorder Competition was open to candidates with no previous experience
of criminal law or family law.

(2)

The Recorder Competition was open to candidates with no previous judicial
experience.

(3)

The competency framework was a framework for “an Effective Role Holder”
or “post-holder”, ie a person who already sits as a Recorder.

(4)

This meant that, if applicants did not have any previous experience of criminal
or family law, or of sitting as a judge, they “will be expected to demonstrate an
ability to acquire the behaviours if they do not already possess them”.

(5)

The application process was designed to test that a candidate has the requisite
skills or “behaviours” or can acquire them.

59. These points were all recorded in the ChBA’s note of the telephone conversation with
the JAC prepared, and placed on the ChBA’s website, the same day. This Note
explained to members that:
“This will be a multiple-choice test. Candidates will do the test on-line. They
will be able complete the test at a time which suits them, but within a specified
window of dates.

One of the ChBA’s members said that “I did not apply for this recorder position principally because having
looked at the guidance notes I could not see how I could be on a “level playing field” with criminal and family
practitioners and I did not wish to waste precious time applying only to find that to be the case…”.
44
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There are three elements to the test, one of which is “technical legal
knowledge”. That element requires some knowledge of criminal or family law
(depending on which competition you are applying in). However, candidates
will be notified in advance of the area of criminal or family law which will form
the subject matter of the qualifying test.
More details about the qualifying test are set out in the email from SB annexed
to this Note (so please read that)45.
There are examples of qualifying tests on the
https://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/qualifying-test-feedback-reports.

JAC

website:

These examples are not the same as the qualifying test for the Recorder
competition, but they will give candidates a flavour of what qualifying tests are
like.
Note from AJT46: If you are planning on applying in this Recorder competition,
then it is highly recommended that:
(1) You do some of the past papers before undertaking the qualifying test, as
you will then understand how these qualifying tests work, and how timelimited they are47. That is likely to give you an advantage over any
candidates who have not done any past papers.
(2) If you have no previous experience of criminal law, then the sooner you
make arrangements to go and visit a Crown Court the better. This can
simply be sitting in the public gallery in order to observe proceedings in the
Crown Court and see what happens on a day to day basis.”
60. The relevant parts of the email from Stuart Burrows (Assistant Director, JAC) which
were annexed to this Note explained as follows:
“In relation to the Recorder qualifying test, I can now further update you that
the questions will be focused on three distinct elements (all online and multiple
choice) and there will be a second stage to the shortlisting process.
This follows an independent review of our selection process by The Work
Psychology Group which recommended that the effectiveness of our qualifying
test as a shortlisting tool could be improved by dividing it into distinct parts –
separating the testing of legal technical knowledge from assessing behavioural
competencies.
It also links to the fact that within the JAC we have been considering our
shortlisting process for larger fee-paid exercises, and, in particular, the need to

45

The relevant section is set out at para 60 below.
Amanda Tipples QC.
47
To ensure that members planned the use of their time and did not fail the test for the reasons identified by
Jonathan Sumption QC in his April 2011 article under the heading “First class failures” (see para 24 above).
46
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reduce candidate numbers more gradually, which will also increase the
certainty in the quality of those getting through to the “selection day” stage.
Further details below which I hope you find useful.
…
The qualifying test
Each element of the test will be designed and drafted to focus on different skills
and competencies, which can be summarised as technical legal knowledge,
situational judgment (putting the candidate in typical situations that they may
face as a judge) and critical analysis.
First, candidates will need to score above a set minimum standard in each of
the three test elements. For the candidates who achieve this, scores from the
three elements will be combined to create a merit list.
The highest scorers will then proceed to a second shortlisting stage in the
proportion of around four candidates to each vacancy (as compared to the usual
proportion of two-three candidates per vacancy when shortlisting is solely by
qualifying test).
Second-stage shortlisting
We are planning for the second shortlisting stage to entail a written assessment
and a review of the self-assessment part of the application form, assessed by an
independent panel chair and a judicial panel member.
The written assessment will involve a situation a Recorder may face. It is being
designed as a more in-depth assessment than the scenario questions in the
qualifying test and it will require a typed response rather than answering
multiple choice questions. The assessment will be run online via the JAC
website.
Like all of our other assessments, it will be written by a relevant judge and the
content will be cleared in advance by our Advisory Group of representatives
from the profession and the judiciary.
At this stage in the shortlisting process there will also be a review of the selfassessment part of the application form.
The independent panel chair and judicial panel member will then review the
scores from each stage of the shortlisting process – the qualifying test and both
pars of the second stage shortlisting – and the candidates who have the highest
scores overall will be invited to the selection day, in the usual proportion of
around two candidates for every vacancy.
Previous selection exercises for fee-paid legally qualified judicial roles have
used a similar shortlisting process.
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Further details about the Recorder selection process will be available when the
application period starts…”
61. Members’ attention was drawn to the contents of this Note, and the annex thereto, in
the ChBA’s weekly newsletter dated 12 March 2015.
(vi)

The ChBA’s workshop for the Recorder Competition

62. On the basis that the Recorder Competition was open to candidates with no previous
experience of criminal law or family law48 the ChBA went ahead with a “Recorder
Workshop” for its members on 17 March 2015.
63. The purpose of the workshop was “to assist anyone thinking about applying in the
forthcoming competition and, in particular, to provide information and guidance in
relation to the application form, competency framework and qualifying test”. The
speakers were Amanda Tipples QC and David Rees, two members of the ChBA who
sit as recorders in crime and were appointed pursuant to JAC selection exercises49.
64. During the course of the workshop, the speakers covered the following topics:
(1) What motivated them to apply to be recorders sitting in crime and their experience
of doing so.
(2) The information contained in the ChBA’s note of the telephone conversation with
the JAC (Stuart Burrows) on 11 March 2015 (see paras 59 and 60 above).
(3) The competencies and, in particular, examples of areas from a member’s
practice/experience where they might or would have evidence to demonstrate the
competencies, or the ability to acquire them (see paras 49 to 52 above).
(4) The nature of the qualifying test and, in particular, how to prepare for this test50. In
this regard the speakers:
(a) emphasised the need to look at, and do, past papers (ie to experience the timepressure of such a test51);
(b) provided candidates with a recent past paper for a Deputy District Judge
Competition (ie to show the multiple-choice format);

48

Subject of course to such candidates satisfying the eligibility requirements, namely: (1) they have been in full
time practice as lawyers for more than 7 years; (2) are a citizen of the United Kingdom, another Commonwealth
Country or the Republic of Ireland; and (3) are able to give a reasonable length of service (usually five years) on
appointment, before the statutory retirement age of 70.
49
Amanda Tipples QC was appointed in October 2009 and David Rees was appointed in 2012.
50
Indeed, one of the JAC’s key messages to candidates sitting qualifying tests is that “they need to prepare
properly”, and ways of communicating this message was discussed by the Commission with the JAC Advisory
Group on 12 November 2009 (see para 1 of the JAC’s minutes).
51
To ensure that members planned the use of their time and did not fail the test for the reasons identified by
Jonathan Sumption QC in his April 2011 article under the heading “First class failures” (see para 24 above).
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(c) told candidates they needed to “put themselves in the position of a judge” (ie
think and perform like a judge);
(d) provided notes on “bad character” and “hearsay” from recent courses at the
JSB/Judicial College (ie to provide information in relation to likely topics of the
test including aspects of criminal law for those sitting the test in the criminal
jurisdiction).
In addition, during the course of the workshop, and at the end, the speakers took and
answered questions from members.
65. The workshop was scheduled to last one hour, but in fact lasted two hours52. The
workshop was attended by more than 20 members of the ChBA.
66. Members were also informed that once the Recorder Competition had been launched,
the ChBA would organise a further workshop to assist candidates with the selection
day. Her Honour Judge Evans-Gordon had volunteered to help with this further
workshop. In due course this workshop was organised for Tuesday 16 June 2015.
However, that workshop was cancelled because only one member expressed an interest
in attending and the necessary assistance was then provided at a one-to-one meeting.
The ChBA is aware of only one of its members reaching the final stage of the selection
process, namely selection day for recorders sitting in crime.
(vii)

What the ChBA understood the JAC’s position to be in April 2015

67. The upshot of this is that when the Recorder Competition launched on 16 April 2015
the ChBA:
(1) understood that its members would be able to apply on the basis that the competition
was being conducted on a “level playing field” and would be accessible to
candidates across the profession regardless of their jurisdictional specialisation;
(2) had provided clear guidance to its members about the application process and how
best to prepare for it;
(3) understood that any members who applied in the Recorder Competition would be
provided with an accurate and complete reading list of the legal topics that would
be tested in the qualifying test;
(4) understood that only one of the three parts of the qualifying test would concern
“technical legal knowledge”; and
(5) encouraged its members to participate on the basis that the competition was open to
candidates from all professional backgrounds.

52

From 5pm to 7pm.
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(C) THE 2015 RECORDER SELECTION EXERCISE
The JAC’s timetable

(i)

68. The selection exercise was launched on 16 April 2015 and the timetable was as follows:

(ii)

(1)

Closing date for applications: Noon on 30 April 2015.

(2)

Sitting date for the qualifying test: 7 May 2015.

(3)

Results of the qualifying test and invitation to sit the second stage scenario
written test: 18 May 2015.

(4)

Sitting date for the second stage scenario written test: 18 May 2015.

(5)

Second stage outcome issued: 8 June 2015.

(6)

Reference request sent: 9 June 2015 (to be returned by: 23 June 2015).

(7)

Eligibility assessed for each candidate: 25 June or 9 July 2015.

(8)

Issue of invitations to selection day: 15 June 2015.

(9)

Selection days: 29 June – 15 July 2015.
Mock Test opportunity

69. On 31 March 2015 candidates who had registered with the JAC for the Recorder
Competition were notified by email of a “Mock Test Opportunity”. The email
explained that:
“As previously publicised, the first stage of the Recorder exercise will be an online
qualifying test. We intend to run a mock online test in advance which is expected
to take place on 7 April between 10am and 10pm. The latest you will be able to
log-on to take the test will, therefore be 8pm. As well as helping the JAC to further
test our new IT system, this is an opportunity for you to see how the qualifying test
may look. The questions will not be specific to the post but will be a combination
of questions used on previous tests for legal exercises. However, most importantly,
you will be able to see the layout and familiarise yourself with the functionality of
the testing mechanism to help you better prepare for the Recorder exercise. In
order to participate in the mock qualifying test, you will need to apply by midnight
on Monday 6 April …”
70. Many of the ChBA’s members took advantage of this opportunity and participated in
the Mock Test on 7 April 2015 in order, they thought, to prepare themselves better for
the on-line qualifying test for the Recorder Competition.
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71. However, participation in this test was enough to put some members off any further
participation in the Recorder Competition. One member53 explained his reasons as
follows:
“The mock test was based on the Civil Deputy District Judge competition of 2014
and, despite this covering my area, I felt that many of the questions were quite
technical… The experience tended to put me off as I assumed the Criminal
Recordership qualifying test would include similar technical questions in the
criminal field. This led me to thinking that the whole exercise was probably more
effort that it was worth; I have 3 children living at home and a very busy practice.
By the time I saw the reading list for the criminal qualifying test I had already made
my mind up but it did give me pause for thought. I was relieved I had not changed
my mind when I read the description of the reading list in the ChBA’s letter to the
Chairman of the [JAC] dated 29 April 2015. I shall await the next Civil
Recordership Competition …”.
(iii)

Publication of the qualifying test reference materials

72. These were published on the JAC’s website on 16 April 2015, the day the Recorder
Competition was launched. There were two lists of “Reference Materials”, one under
the heading “Crime” and one under the heading “Family”.
73. On 22 April 2015 the JAC sent out an email to those who had registered an interest in
the Recorder Competition in the following terms:
“Recorder: Following candidate queries regarding the Qualifying Test
Materials for the Crime jurisdiction, our drafting judge has amended the list to
include some additional materials. Please see the latest information on our
website.”
74. The “Qualifying Test Materials for the Crime jurisdiction” were then as follows:
“- Crown Court Bench Book Companion – Tonking and Wait
- Archbold Criminal Pleadings and Practice 2015: Chapter 1 para 36,
Chapter 3 paras 222-223, Chapter 4 paras 52-56, Chapter 8 para 53,
Chapter 28 paras 65, 85-91 OR Blackstone: D10.42, D15.84-15.92, D3.3334&3.42, F4.29, D3.127, B14.100-108.
The following bullet points include the topics referred to in the chapters of
Archbold and Blackstone above, but also include additional topics and
materials.
- Criminal Procedure Rules 2014 as amended, (once in Jan 15 and the second
amendment in April 2015),
- Competency of witnesses,
- Applications to Dismiss Charges,
- Having a Bladed Article (s 139 CJA 1988),
- Sentencing Defendants when Material Facts Disputed, R v Goodyear
[2005] EWCA Crim 888,
53

Who was 21 years’ call.
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-

Sentencing Guidelines – assault and youths,
Restrictions on Publicity of Proceedings,
Hearsay,
Trial in Absence of Defendant,
Jury Management issues,
Bias and Contempt.”

75. The “Qualifying Test Materials for the Family jurisdiction” were:
“- The Family Court Practice 2014
- Children Law and Practice: Division B, C and D
- Family Procedure Rules: Parts 1-6, 10-12, 14-16, 25, 37; Practice
Directions 12A, 12B, 12C, 12G, 12J, 12K.
- Children Act 1989: Parts 1-V
- Children and Families Act 2014 S13
- Family Law Act 1996 Part IV
- Adoption and Children Act 2002 Chapter 3”
76. The ChBA was contacted by one of its members who was trying to collate these
materials to prepare for the qualifying test in the family jurisdiction54. She informed
the ChBA that:
(1) Children Law and Practice was only available on-line and, in print, sections B, C
and D55 ran to over 1,000 pages.
(2) A hard copy of Children Law and Practice (Looseleaf) cost £590.
(3) The Family Court Practice 2014 (Red Book) had been “re-written”. In fact the
Family Court Practice 2015 was published on 1 May 2015 at a cost of £433.
(4) She had contacted a set of chambers specialising in family law in order to borrow
an up-to-date copy of The Family Court Practice. However, they were unable to
lend her a copy as (unsurprisingly) all copies were being used by members of those
chambers.
Other members expressed concerns and made complaints to the ChBA at one of its
regular committee meetings on 22 April 2015.
77. In the light of this information, the ChBA (Amanda Tipples QC) contacted the JAC and
tried to speak to Stuart Burrows in order to express the ChBA’s concerns about the very
extensive nature of the reading list for the qualifying test. Stuart Burrows was not
available and the ChBA (Amanda Tipples QC) spoke instead to Hayley Devine (Senior
Team Manager at the JAC (Selection Exercise Team)).

54

This person also contacted the JAC by email for guidance in relation to the reading list, but only received a
substantive response after the time for making an application had expired.
55
Division B (Private Law Proceedings), Division C (Public Law Proceedings), Division D (Adoption).
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78. The JAC (Hayley Devine) explained the position to the ChBA (Amanda Tipples QC)
over the telephone on 23 April 2015 as follows56:
“1.

There is a lead judge, who sits in crime, who is co-ordinating the test
for the Criminal Recorder Competition and the Family Recorder
Competition.

2.

The test for each competition has been set by 2 judges.

3.

The reading list has been prepared by the judges who set the test. The
purpose of the list is to put all candidates on a level playing field.

4.

There has been a “dry run” of the test, in that it has been taken by people
who are not participating in the recorder competition, and their
feedback/experience has been fed back into the process. This includes
comments by the people who participated in this test, on the test itself
and the contents of the reading list.

5.

If anyone has any comments/concerns, or cannot easily find the
materials, then please contact the JAC direct on 000800@jac.gsi.gov.uk
which is a mail box directed to the Recorder Competition, and is checked
every day.

6.

[Hayley Devine] was unable to provide any form of steer in relation to
how to approach aspects of the reading list such as “Hearsay”, for
example whether this is directed at the entire law of hearsay, or
practice/procedure. [Amanda Tipples QC had] point[ed] out to her that
there are entire textbooks written about Hearsay in Criminal
Proceedings.”

79. In these circumstances the ChBA was very concerned that the Recorder Competition
was not being operated on a “level playing field” as had been promised by the JAC and
that the ChBA’s members were in fact at a significant disadvantage. Indeed, one of our
members observed:
“Perhaps the authorities ought to clarify what they mean by level playing field:
it appears to be “significant practical experience of family law/criminal law, or
evidence of significant financial and time commitment to mastering relevant
areas of family/law criminal law practice and procedure in advance of entering
the competition”. If that is the case, and the authorities are willing to say so,
at least applicants will know where they stand.”
80. It was in this context that on 29 April 2015 the ChBA wrote to the Chairman of the JAC
in the following terms:
“We are writing as chair and vice chair of the Chancery Bar Association to
voice considerable concerns about the criminal and family recorder

56

Amanda Tipples QC recorded this in an email to members of the committee of the ChBA on the same day.
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competitions currently underway. We have received a number of complaints
from our members.
When we met Sarah Gane and Stuart Burrows of the JAC on 14 November last
year we were assured that the competition was intended to be open to lawyers
from all backgrounds. This assurance was repeated to Amanda on 11 March
2015 when she spoke to Stuart Burrows over the telephone about the
competency framework.
In this context we have done a considerable amount to encourage our members
to apply including holding a workshop run by two of our members who had
successfully applied to be criminal recorders in previous competitions.
However the reading list for the qualifying tests can only be described as
forbidding. To take but one example, the suggested reading sections from
“Children law and Practice” run to 1,000 pages. To compound the problem
there are copyright issues preventing the book being copied in the library, it
costs £590 to purchase, and it is not possible to borrow an up-to-date edition
from a family law set of chambers as the family practitioners are
(unsurprisingly) using that edition for themselves. The reading list for the
criminal recorder qualifying test is equally daunting.
Realistically our members are not going to be able to read and assimilate such
vast quantities of information in the brief time between the launch of the
competition and the qualifying test. Anecdotally we are aware of people who
would have otherwise applied being put off.
We also consider that there are equality and diversity issues raised. The time
between launch of the competition and closing date for applications was 14 days
with only 7 further days to prepare for the qualifying test (with a bank holiday
intervening). For those with caring responsibilities for young children or
elderly relatives or who work part time, there is simply not time in many cases
to prepare properly for the application and the test.
We were assured that there would be a level playing field but we are extremely
concerned that is not the case. Having encouraged our members to apply, we
are concerned that in fact someone from a Chancery rather than a Family or
Criminal background will not have anywhere near as good a chance of
succeeding in the competition.
We appreciate that the competition is now underway and little practically can
be done to meet the problem but we wished to express our concerns at this
stage.”
81. As explained in that letter the ChBA was aware that, in the light of the reading list,
several of its members were put off applying in the Recorder Competition at all. The
JAC did not respond to this letter until 27 May 2015, which was after the qualifying
test had taken place. This letter and the ChBA’s response thereto are set out at paras
86 to 92 below.
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(iv)

The qualifying test

82. This was scheduled to open at 00:00 on Thursday 7 May 2015 and to be open for 24
hours. However, at 10.24am on 7 May 2015 candidates were sent the following
information by the JAC:
“As I am sure you are now aware, we have encountered a technical problem

with our qualifying test which could not be resolved in time for the test to open
at 00:00 today (7 May 2015). We are working closely with our suppliers and
we anticipate that the test will now be available from 12:00 (noon) today (7
May 2015) for 24 hours. If for any reason this deadline cannot be met you will
be notified by e-mail. We are very aware that candidates have re-arranged
their busy lives to be able to sit the test and we sincerely apologise for the
inconvenience caused but hope the additional time window will be a suitable
alternative.”57
83. The qualifying test was explained to candidates in the following terms:
“Part one - technical legal knowledge specific to each jurisdiction. Part one
contains 30 questions which are designed to test your technical knowledge and
understanding of the jurisdiction for which you have applied (Crime and/or
Family).
Part two – situational judgement (putting candidates in typical situations that
they might find themselves in as a judge) specific to each jurisdiction. Part two
contains 30 questions which are designed to test your personal qualities and
judgement within the jurisdiction for which you have applied.
Part three - general critical analysis (both jurisdictions). Part three contains
26 questions which are designed to test your analytical skills and will be based
on a speech. You will not be able to see the speech until you log in to take the
test.”
84. By the start of the following week the ChBA had been contacted by members who had
sat one or both of the qualifying tests complaining that:
(1) the qualifying test for Recorder (Crime) unfairly favoured those who practised in
criminal law, and
(2) the qualifying test for Recorder (Family) unfairly favoured those who practised in
family law.
85. The ChBA therefore requested feedback from its members in the weekly newsletter
dated 14 May 2015 in relation to the qualifying test in order to understand why its
members maintained the qualifying test was unfair.
This caused inconvenience and, no doubt unnecessary stress, for candidates. One respondent explained: “[The
JAC] changed the time of the test at the last minute. This made it unnecessarily difficult – I had to change
[childcare] arrangements at the last minute. Given the [qualifying test] was ruling out the majority of candidates
[the JAC] should give fair notice of the timing so as to allow applicants to make arrangements.”
57
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(v)

The JAC’s letter to the ChBA dated 27 May 2015 and the response thereto

86. On 27 May 2015 the Chairman of the JAC responded to the ChBA’s letter of 29 April
2015. He said this:
“Thank you for your letter dated 29 April 2015 regarding the Recorder
Competition. I apologise for the delay in my response, but I wanted to take the
time to ensure that we had adequately considered your concerns and addressed
each of them properly. As the test results have now been finalised, we are also
now better placed to comment on the performance of candidates with a
Chancery background.
As you are aware, the Recorder exercise was open to legally qualified
candidates from all jurisdictions. The posts were not only open to crime or
family practitioners, but also to candidates who felt that they had the ability to
acquire knowledge in a new area and who possess transferable skills they could
bring to the role.
When the exercise launched on 16 April 2015, the Recorder information page
on our website advised candidates to familiarise themselves with preparation
material in advance of the qualifying test. This material was intended to assist
all applicants regardless of legal background, and to provide those without a
family or crime background with sufficient information to enable them to
compete fairly with others, whilst demonstrating an ability and willingness to
learn.
There were three elements to the qualifying test: technical legal knowledge
specific to each jurisdiction in which vacancies have been identified, situational
judgement specific to each of those jurisdictions and general critical analysis.
Each element of the test was designed to focus on different skills and
competencies, and to seek evidence across a wide range of qualities rather than
focus solely on jurisdictional knowledge. The most meritorious candidates
overall proceeded to the second stage of the shortlisting process.
The selection process was initially designed by our selection policy team, and
the test itself was then drafted by two circuit judges, one from the family
jurisdiction and one from crime. We have discussed your concerns with the
drafting judges who remained sure that the preparation material was
appropriate. They did not consider the volume to be forbidding for candidates
without specialist knowledge of the crime or family jurisdiction.
Tests are usually designed in one of two ways. Either the tests include no prereading material and candidates see the relevant material for the first time as
part of the time test, or there is pre-reading made available. While tests with
no pre-reading material are appropriate in some cases, the JAC considered that
providing material in advance for the Recorder exercise was more likely to be
contribute towards developing a level playing field. Whichever approach is
used the tests are challenging and designed to test candidates’ ability to absorb
information quickly and efficiently. As you point out, candidates had three
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weeks (from the launch of the exercise to the date of the qualifying test) to
familiarise themselves with the material.
JAC qualifying tests are designed to be challenging both in terms of content and
time. As mentioned above, they are set by judges from within the jurisdiction
and are sent to the Bar Council, Law Society and CILEx are given the
opportunity to comment for the purposes of equality assurance. They are dry
run using ‘mock’ candidates from various legal backgrounds to quality assure
the content of the test and the reference material. Finally, they are quality
assured by our Advisory Group which includes representatives from the legal
professions and the judiciary.
You may find it reassuring that 10 of the 24 candidates with a Chancery
background were successful in the qualifying test. This success rate (42%) is
slightly higher than the overall rate (40%).
I hope this response addresses the issues you have raised.”
87. The ChBA responded to this letter at the same time as providing this report to the JAC
and made a number of points in answer.
88. First, although it was true that the Recorder Competition was advertised as being open
to candidates from all jurisdictions and all such candidates could apply by filling in the
application form, what actually happened was that:
(1) potential candidates who were non-criminal or non-family practitioners were put
off applying by dint of the voluminous nature of the reading list and the large
amount of time they anticipated it would take them to get on top of the materials;
and
(2) most candidates who were non-criminal or non-family practitioners were
eliminated from the Recorder Competition by reason of the qualifying test. This
was because they were placed at an immediate, significant and unfair disadvantage
by reason of the content and structure of the qualifying test. The structure and
content of the qualifying test were unfair for the reasons set out in Section D below.
89. Second, although the JAC has discussed the ChBA’s concerns about the “forbidding”
nature of the reading lists with the two drafting judges, who “remained sure that the
preparation material was appropriate”, these two judges were, by reason of their
professional background, already very familiar with criminal law and family law. The
letter does not explain, for example:
(1) to what extent the non-criminal and non-family practitioners were consulted in relation to the reading lists in advance of the qualifying test; and
(2) why it was not possible to produce narrow, targeted and indeed accurate reading
lists for the candidates.
90. Third, the ChBA already understood that it was the JAC’s “confirmed policy” that
candidates should see the qualifying test materials in advance (see para 29 above).
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91. Fourth, the JAC’s explanation as to how qualifying tests are put together (contained in
the pre-penultimate paragraph of the letter) gave rise to the following issues:
(1) The ChBA anticipated, by reason of what it was told by the JAC (Sarah Gane) in
September 2012, that it would be contacted to provide “mock” candidates to
participate in the dry-run of the qualifying test (see paras 29 and 30 above).
However, this never happened. The reason for this has not been explained.
(2) The letter does not explain what dry-runs took place in relation to the qualifying
test for the Recorder Competition. In April 2015 the JAC (Hayley Devine) told the
ChBA that there had been a dry run for the qualifying test (see para 78 above).
However, in the light of the feedback received by the ChBA, there is a real issue as
to how the qualifying test was checked and “road-tested” before 7 May 2015. To
take one example, candidates were told that part two contained 30 questions, yet
part two in the qualifying test for Recorder (Crime) had 34 questions. If the
qualifying test had been properly checked and scrutinised, it is difficult to
understand how such an obvious error in the format of the test could possibly have
happened.
(3) In relation to checking and dry runs, the letter does not explain:
(a) when the qualifying test was set, what checks and scrutiny were carried out, and
whether there was actually a dry run and, if so, when;
(b) if there was a “dry run”:
(i) whether any non-criminal or non-family practitioners (or indeed judges) sat
the dry run for the qualifying test and if so what, if any, feedback was
provided;
(ii) the basis on which the dry run of the qualifying test took place and, in
particular, whether the “mock” candidates were asked to start their
preparation from scratch with a reading list of materials provided in
advance; and
(c) what “quality assurance” took place in relation to the qualifying test by the JAC
Advisory Group.
(4) The Bar Council was not consulted in relation to the content of the qualifying test
(see para 44 above).
92. Fifth, it was extremely disappointing to hear that only 24 applicants in the Recorder
Competition had a chancery background. The ChBA is an association of over 1,200
members and suspects that many members were simply put off applying by reason of
the reading list and structure of the qualifying test. Further, the letter did not explain:
(1) How many of the 10 candidates (with a chancery background) who were successful
in the qualifying test, then made it through the second-stage shortlisting to the
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selection day. The ChBA is aware that only one member made it through to the
selection day (and that person had done a pupillage in criminal law).
(2) How many of the candidates who applied for Recorder (Crime) were non-criminal
practitioners, and how many of those candidates got through the qualifying test.
(3) How many of the candidates who applied for Recorder (Family) were non-family
practitioners, and how many of those candidates got through the qualifying test.
The ChBA has asked the JAC to provide it with this information, together with
information about the dry run said to have taken place in relation to qualifying test.
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(D) FEEDBACK ON THE QUALIFYING TEST
(i)

The ChBA’s request for feedback and the responses received

(a) Feedback request
93. The ChBA’s request for feedback was made in the following terms on 14 May 2015:
“Having been assured by the Judicial Appointments Commission, that this
competition was “open to candidates from a number of different backgrounds
and those who do not practise in family and crime will be able to apply”, we
are receiving feedback from members that they felt at a considerable
disadvantage in relation to the qualifying test. There appear to be a number of
different reasons for this, and not just in relation to the “technical” aspect of
the test.
If you participated in the qualifying test, we would be very grateful for your
thoughts/feedback about the qualifying test and in particular:
(i)

What preparation you did for the test, both in terms of reading and the
time you were able to spend preparing;

(ii)

Whether you were able to answer all questions and, if not, why not;

(iii)

Any other comments on the qualifying test.

This is so that the ChBA can write to the Judicial Appointments Commission
identifying why a competition run on this basis is unfair to our members and
not a “level playing field” at all. Please could you provide this feedback to
Amanda Tipples QC by 5pm on Wednesday 20 May 2015 at
atipples@maitlandchambers.com. We will treat any feedback in confidence,
use it only for this purpose and we will anonymise any feedback received for the
purpose of any correspondence with the JAC on behalf of the Association.”
94. COMBAR sent out a similar request to its members on Friday 5 June 2015.
(b) The responses received
95. 12 members of the ChBA provided feedback in response to the request set out above58.
Of these members:
(1) 7 were QCs.
(2) 5 were juniors called between 1983 and 1998. They were therefore all more than
17 years’ call.

58

The ChBA is aware that it is possible that some members may have taken up their complaint individually with
the Judicial Appointments and Conduct Ombudsman.
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(3) 8 were male and 4 were female.
(4) 10 people took the qualifying test for the Recorder (Crime); 1 person took the
qualifying test for the Recorder (Family); and 2 people took the qualifying tests for
both competitions.
The majority of the responses were provided to the ChBA before the results of the
qualifying test were known.
96. COMBAR passed to the ChBA the feedback it had received from its members. 5
members of COMBAR responded. Of these members:
(1) 3 were QCs.
(2) 1 was a junior called in 1992 and was therefore 23 years’ call.
(3) 3 were male and 2 were female.
(4) It is not known whether the fifth candidate was a silk or junior or male or female.
(5) 4 people took the qualifying test for the Recorder (Crime); 1 person took the
qualifying tests for both competitions.
97. The ChBA was also contacted by three female QCs who are civil practitioners and
wished to provide feedback, even though they were not members of the ChBA. This
was because, as they did not practise in family or crime, they considered they had been
unfairly disadvantaged by the qualifying test for Recorder (Crime).
98. The ChBA has used all the feedback provided in preparing this report. Those who have
provided such feedback are referred to as “respondents” below.
(ii)

Feedback received: qualifying test for Recorder (Crime)

(a) Preparation for the qualifying test
99. All those who responded had spent a considerable amount of time preparing for the
qualifying test. The respondents had spent anywhere between 1 day to two weeks
preparing for the qualifying test. Most respondents had spent 3 to 4 days preparing for
the test.
100. For example, one respondent explained:
“I took [the preparation for the test] pretty seriously, managed to borrow a copy
of Blackstone plus supplement, studied the identified bits and “around” the
subject of each of them (including the broad-based stuff such as hearsay),
marked it all up with yellow sticky tabs so as to be able to refer quickly to each
bit if need be. I also familiarised myself generally with the Criminal Procedure
Rules including recent amendments & the rationale for each of those
amendments (thinking that might come up as topical) and had a searchable
PDF of those rules open on my computer whilst doing the exam. I can’t say
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how much preparation time I spent in hours but it was quite a lot (especially
over the Bank Holiday weekend), and so far as the identified topics [ie the
“Qualifying Test Materials for the Crime jurisdiction”] were concerned I felt
adequately prepared when I started the test.”
101. Another respondent said:
“I spent a lot of time preparing – reading up on the subject on the train while
commuting, more or less from the day of the ChBA [workshop on 17 March
2015].. I acquired Sprack’s Criminal Procedure and read relevant parts of
that. When the reading list came out I obtained copies of all quoted sections of
Archbold which I read; I acquired the Crown Court Index … and read all the
equivalent sections in that (I adopted [the] suggestion that the bank holiday
weekend would have to be sacrificed to some degree; I read some of the statutes
eg the bladed article s.139 etc; (I discovered that the Crown Court Index is
riddled with minor inaccuracies) I read the equal ops parts of the Benchbook
obtained from the web and I also read some CPS guidance which is on the CPS
website. I also read into all the material [given out at the ChBA workshop]. I
had key notes and copy material to hand during the test either on paper or with
web pages open in multiple tabs on the browser. I also chatted about how things
are in the Crown Court with a couple of criminal practitioners. I devoted the
day of the test to prep; I took it in late afternoon having filled my short-term
memory.”
102. These examples are typical of the detailed preparation undertaken by the respondents
for the qualifying test. This detailed preparation was undertaken notwithstanding that
respondents found the reading list vague and too long. Indeed one respondent said:
“I read the material on the syllabus, so far as it made sense. I found the syllabus
to be vague. I did not understand the connection between the passages
referenced from Archbold/Blackstone and the wider list of subjects. I could not
find a useful summary of the law on restriction of publicity on proceedings until
I went onto Google. The failings in the reading list undermined my confidence
in the JAC.”
(b) Parts one and two: questions on topics not on the reading list
103. The questions in part one (technical legal knowledge specific to each jurisdiction) and
part two (situational judgement) of the qualifying test included a significant number of
questions on topics of criminal law that were not specified in “The Qualifying Test
Materials for the Crime jurisdiction”. Every respondent complained about this.
104. It appears that one half, or more, of the questions in parts one and two of the qualifying
test were on topics outwith the reading list.
105. For example, there were questions on:
(1) The statutory provisions concerning the admissibility of evidence of bad character.
(2) The cross-admissibility of evidence.
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(3) The precise ingredients of offences not referred to in the reading list.
(4) The inter-relationship between section 18 and section 20 of the Offences against the
Person Act 1861 (including alternative verdicts).
(5) The meaning of “Maliciously” in relation to a charge of wounding with intent
(section 18).
(6) Inferences that might be drawn from a defendant’s silence.
(7) Directions to the jury in relation to the offence of conspiracy.
(8) Turnbull directions.
(9) When a jury is allowed to take transcripts into a retiring room.
(10) Sentencing in relation to offences that not mentioned in the reading list.
106. Further, as to the questions themselves, one respondent described them as follows:
“The questions were designed to be complicated and took some time just to read
and understand; rather than asking you to identify a single correct answer from
a list, the QT might (for example) require you to identify which combination of
statements were all untrue. You didn’t have enough time to look up the point…
it was probably misleading to suggest that that QT was designed or able to
identify capacity to acquire knowledge of the criminal law, rather than simply
testing the knowledge.”
107. The unfairness suffered by non-criminal practitioners was very clearly explained by
one respondent in these terms:
“In answer to Q1 [What preparation you did for the test, both in terms of
reading and the time you were able to spend preparing]
I studied all of the material on the reading list – and, allowing for the fact that
I was trying to fit it in around my day-to-day practice, so that I was working
late evenings and over the bank holiday w/e etc, I probably spent about 4 days
or so on the materials they provided.
I should however qualify the reference to “all” by explaining 2 things:
(1) That I read all of the materials in their first publication of the reading list –

i.e. I used the Archbold references. I did not really have time … to review
the “alternative” references to Blackstone – so I took the JAC at their word
that they genuinely were “alternative” references to those in Archbold and
that it was not therefore necessary to read those as well. (For the avoidance
of doubt I also read the full Bench Book Companion and large swathes of
the Criminal Procedure Rules.)
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(2) The second part of their ‘reading list’ simply consisted of ‘subjects’ without

any direction as to where we should research such information. I therefore
relied upon a combination of sources … in order to identify key court of
appeal and supreme court authorities, as well as articles on things such as
hearsay etc. I also purchased (and read) the most up to date edition of the
Bar School manual on criminal litigation and sentencing.
In answer to Q2 [Whether you were able to answer all questions and, if not,
why not]:
My impression is that the so-called ‘reading list’ really only helped me with
about a third to 50% of the exam (although that might be slightly under-selling
it). In any event, there was much more study required than the subject areas
and provisions they identified in advance. I am, of course, acutely conscious of
the confidentially undertaking I gave, and so I cannot specify exact examples of
questions but I think I can fairly say, by way of an example, that one of the things
that applicants were required to know (including key statutory gateway
provisions – which I seem to recall were referred to by acronyms) was the
admissibility of evidence as to bad character. This was not on the list! One
also needed to know the precise ingredients of offences which were not referred
to on the reading list (only one specific offence was mentioned on said list and
the test required knowledge of more).
I also want to point out that whilst I spent much time learning the details of
things that were on the so-called ‘reading list’ – e.g. the precise timing and
process for giving Goodyear indications, the particular provisions of the
criminal procedure rules concerning the subject matters they identified and all
of the variables set out in the sentencing guidelines we were directed to preread – much of this was unnecessary. In large part, all that was needed was a
basic understanding of the broad principles; by contrast other questions
required detailed knowledge of subjects we had not been advised to study.
In answer to Q3 [Any other comments on the Qualifying Test]
In short, my firm view is that the whole process was extremely unfair. In
providing a reading list and taking the JAC at their word that the test was
otherwise supposed to be a ‘level playing field’, I genuinely believed that if I
studied the materials and the subjects they identified (which are not easy to
research from scratch), I would have at least a chance. But it was blatantly
apparent from early on in sitting the test, that I needed to know subject/technical
areas beyond the list that they had provided: Whilst the materials I had
researched where therefore helpful – as the JAC must have known in setting the
test, they were necessarily going to be insufficient. I am therefore very angry
at having not only curtailed my practice, social hours (and sleep) to find the
time to fill out the form and then fit the study in, when it was always going to be
a pointless exercise. If the position of the JAC is that they do not want noncriminal practitioners to apply then so be it – but they should not pretend
otherwise and, frankly, they should not unfairly waste our time. Otherwise, in
order to truly create a vaguely level playing field, they need to provide a
comprehensive list of study materials and identified subject areas - and I would
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add that it is not exactly helpful to simply list subjects without any guidance as
to what to study in relation to those subjects (indeed, a much preferable course
would be for the JAC to compile and provide for download a PDF of everything
that needs to be read in order to fairly sit the test - no matter how large that file
might prove to be – and that would also solve the difficulties with obtaining
access to relevant resources outside of our ordinary subscriptions).”
108. The inclusion of questions in the qualifying test on topics that were not included in the
reading list was unfair to any candidates who do not practice in criminal law.
109. This is because non-criminal practitioners:
(1) Will have been unable to quickly understand and correctly answer such questions
in the time-pressured format of the qualifying test. Rather, in relation to such
questions non-criminal practitioners will have been left with the following unfair
options:
(a) not answer the question, and move on to the next question and therefore
inevitably lose a mark;
(b) guess the answer and have a chance, but no certainty, of getting a mark;
(c) try and look up the answer to the question from any reference materials
available, but lose time in doing so, and therefore lose marks in relation to other
questions by dint of not completing the qualifying test (and therefore be very
much more likely to fail one or more parts of the test). The consequence of
losing time was inevitable as there was a very tight time allocation of one
question per minute. Further:
(i)

Non-criminal practitioners were unlikely to have access to wider
reference materials during the qualifying test. This is because list
entitled “The Qualifying Test Materials for the Crime jurisdiction”
apparently listed all the materials that candidates were required to have
studied and nowhere in the guidance did it explain that it would also be
helpful to have any other reference materials available, such as a hard
(or on-line) copy of Archbold Criminal Pleadings and Practice 2015 or
Blackstone’s Criminal Practice 2015. Two respondents commented
that it would have been “really useful” to have had Archbold or
Blackstone to hand.

(ii)

Non-criminal practitioners were already disadvantaged in relation to the
time available for the qualifying test, as it was likely to take them longer
to read, and work out the answer to, a technical question relating to an
area of criminal law, than an experienced criminal practitioner familiar
with the relevant area of law.

(2) Will have been unprepared for questions on topics not on the reading list and will
have been taken by surprise. Indeed, as one respondent pointed out, the inclusion
of such questions:
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“detrimentally impacted on my overall ability to perform well in the test, as they
were inevitably a source of stress and worry as the test progressed. Features
we all deal with day in, day out in our professional lives, but they become
magnified when the treatment is both unexpected and unfair, in circumstances
where one’s future career stands to be affected”.
110. Another respondent explained that he was unable to answer all the questions “because
despite all the prep I did not know the answers to all technical questions and worse had
not read anything which would tell me the answer…”. He then said this:
“Despite my very negative view of the test, I did pass. I guessed at everything I

did not know and must have been lucky. Also, I am not a proper Chancery
practitioner. I did a part criminal 1st 6 pupillage; I did some criminal work
when I started at the Bar and I taught criminal law at night school for a year to
make ends meet. Those things probably helped; they may well be relevant
factors if it turns out that the pass rate among ChBA members was low.”
111. The overwhelming view of respondents was that:
(1) anyone with specialist experience in criminal law would have had a major
advantage in relation to parts one and two of the qualifying test;
(2) without such specialist experience (or very accurate guesswork) it was not possible
to get sufficient marks in parts one and two of the qualifying test to get over the
requisite threshold for the next stage of the selection process;
(3) they could have performed much better if the subject matter of the qualifying test
had corresponded with the reading list; and
(4) the reading list entitled “Qualifying Test Materials for the Crime jurisdiction” was
“misleading”, their time had been wasted (particularly as some topics on the reading
list had not been tested at all by the qualifying test), and the qualifying test was
“wholly unfair”.
(c) Mis-information about the contents of part two (situational judgment)
112. In advance of the qualifying test the JAC explained that:
“The first stage shortlisting will be an on-line multiple choice qualifying test
with three elements: [1] technical legal knowledge specific to each jurisdiction,
[2] situational judgement specific to each jurisdiction (putting the candidate in
typical situations that they might find themselves in as a judge) and [3] general
critical analysis. Each element will focus on different skills and competencies
and will have a minimum pass mark …”59(underlining added)
The JAC also told candidates that:

59

See para 53 above.
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“There are three elements to the test, one of which is “technical legal
knowledge”. That element requires some knowledge of criminal or family law
(depending on which competition you are applying in). However, candidates
will be notified in advance of the area of criminal or family law which will form
the subject matter of the qualifying test.”60
113. This information was wrong. The true position was that two elements of the test
required “technical legal knowledge”, namely parts one and two. One respondent
commented that “parts one and two were so similar/overlapping in style”, that “a great
deal of this section [part two] depended on knowledge of criminal law and procedure”
and the description of part two in the qualifying test61 as “utterly misleading” (see para
83 above). The fact that part two of the qualifying test also required specialist
knowledge placed non-criminal practitioners at a further disadvantage, given that it was
necessary to “pass” parts one, two and three of the qualifying test to progress to the
next stage of the selection process
114. The information provided to candidates explained that part one and part two contained
30 questions each, and candidates were advised to allocate 30 minutes to each part of
the test (and thereby giving themselves one minute to answer each question). This
information was wrong. This was because part two (situational judgement)62 had 34
questions. The consequence of this was explained by one respondent in these terms:
“having done as they suggested – and allowed myself 30 minutes per session
(which is one question per 60 seconds) … I was then very irritated to discover,
when I got to question 29 on my second section, that there were in fact 34
questions in that section and thus my timing was out.”
The respondent was therefore unable to complete the questions in part two and, given
the formidable difficulty already faced by non-criminal practitioners, this misinformation gave rise to additional unfairness. This is because:
(1) it is not possible for a candidate to manage his or her time properly if the information
in relation to the number of questions is inaccurate; and
(2) an experienced criminal practitioner would have been more likely to have answered
the questions in part two of the qualifying test more quickly than a non-criminal
practitioner, and therefore would have had a better chance of answering all 34
questions in the time-pressured circumstances of the qualifying test and passing that
section of the test.

60

See, for example, the information provided by Stuart Burrows to the ChBA on 11 March 2015 (see para 59
above).
61
The description was “situational judgement (putting candidates in typical situations that they might find
themselves in as a judge) specific to each jurisdiction. Part two contains 30 questions which are designed to test
your personal qualities and judgement within the jurisdiction for which you have applied”.
62
Although one respondent said that “the technical knowledge section had 32 questions when the introductory
email said it would have 30. The situational judgment section also had (I think) 32 questions”.
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(d) Potential unfairness caused by an application to sit in both family and crime
115. Several respondents pointed out the potential unfairness that arose in relation to
candidates who had registered for both qualifying tests in Recorder (family) and
Recorder (crime). This was because:
“In fact the critical analysis element of the test was shared across both
competitions (i.e.- the same for all candidates whether sitting criminal or
family). So if you registered for the criminal competition only 3 sections came
up on screen when you logged on and the timer showed that you had 1.5 hours
to complete the 3 sections (apportioned as you saw fit). I understand that if you
registered for both family and crime, then 5 sections came up when you logged
on and the timer showed that you had 2.5 hours to complete 5 sections (again
apportioned as you saw fit). So I think … that a candidate could have registered
for both the criminal and family tests, but in practice focussed exclusively on
the sections relevant to only one of the competitions, thus gaining 2.5 hours to
complete the sections that others had to complete in 1.5 hours.”
116. This was confirmed by another respondent who took part in both qualifying tests. He
explained that:
“I applied for both Criminal and Family [something which could have given
rise to an unfair advantage as I could have used the time notionally available
for one jurisdiction to answer questions on the other – as it happened, I did not
need to do this].”
117. It is not clear what, if any, steps the JAC took to address this further potential area of
unfairness.
(iii) Feedback received: qualifying test for Recorder (Family)
118. Only four respondents were able to provide feedback in relation to this qualifying test.
The feedback in relation to this qualifying test is therefore more limited. One
respondent sat the qualifying test for Recorder (family) and the other three sat both
qualifying tests.
119. This qualifying test was even more “technical” that the qualifying test for Recorder
(Crime) and, in practice, a candidate needed to have the statutory materials to hand
(although the guidance did not specify this).
120. Another respondent explained that:
“there was no attempt in the family reference material to identify what the test
might be on – so it covered the breadth of the jurisdiction which might be
exercised by a family recorder. The list was issued 2 weeks before the test. You
already know from […] that it was humungous. I had a day over the bank
holiday weekend to spend on this (and another day for crime). The questions
were then very specific, very technical, and on points of detail. Frankly
impossible to actually know the answers from pre- preparation unless you had
spent at least the entire 2 weeks studying, and even then I doubt it. For example,
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one question was within how many days of issue will a CMC be listed (listed,
not heard) in a s.31 care application – I knew that a care application needed to
be dealt with within 26 weeks, and there is a prescribed timetable for the court
office and court in the rules, but while a family practitioner may know when you
get a date for the CMC from practical experience, a non-family practitioner
would have to memorise the timetable, or, like me, start researching the
answer. The answer (I believe) is that the CMC is fixed at the First Allocation
Hearing. One also had to know that the First Allocation Hearing is fixed by the
Court office within 5 days of issue. So that the correct answer (I believe) is 110 days. Not a level playing field for non-family practitioners…”
121. This was confirmed by another respondent who said this:
“The entire first section of the online test related to technical questions of family
procedure. My view was that any applicant without a family law practice would
have been at a distinct disadvantage. There was not time within the test to look
things up (you had about 1 minute per multiple choice question) and on a
number of occasions I had to resort to guesswork (I’ll leave it to you as to
whether this could ever be described as “educated guesswork”). Even if a nonfamily applicant had more time to spend than I did looking through the
materials, my view is that it is wholly unrealistic to expect such a candidate to
assimilate enough technical family knowledge to be able easily to answer the
first part of this test.”
122. In terms of the questions:
(1) Some questions referred to sections in statutes, but without identifying the statute
itself. For example, one respondent explained that the questions “used jargon –
(e.g. Something like, in a s.38(7) application which of the following is correct–
s.38(7) of which statute? – a family practitioner may know this code, but I did not)”.
(2) Another question set out a scenario but without a question (and candidates were
unable to “guess” the question from the available answers).
123. All the other points of unfairness identified in relation to the qualifying test for the
criminal jurisdiction apply equally to the qualifying test for the family jurisdiction (see
paras 103 to 117 above).
(iv) Feedback received: issues affecting all candidates
124. It is likely that, to varying degrees, the issues set out below will have affected all
candidates who sat the qualifying test. Some candidates will consider they were
disadvantaged as a result, others will not. Several respondents complained about them
in their feedback to the ChBA and for that reason these issues are set out here.
(a) Part three: critical analysis
125. In relation to this part candidates were asked to read an extra-judicial speech made by
Mostyn J which ran to over 70 paragraphs and was 14 or 15 pages long. The speech
was about a legal topic, rather than made in the context of any court proceedings.
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Candidates were then asked to answer 24 questions in relation to the speech. If
candidates were only using a computer with one screen they were unable to see the text
whilst looking at the “technical, somewhat pernickerty questions, which required you
to revert to the text and hunt down the right passage”.
126. Most respondents were left with less than 30 minutes to do this part of the qualifying
test. This was because they had fallen behind with their timing as, for the reasons set
out above, they had spent “too much time” on parts one and two (ie more than one
hour).
127. In any event one respondent commented that “anyone with any sort of speed-reading
difficulty would not have been able to do the Critical Analysis”. This was confirmed
by another respondent who said that this part had been allocated insufficient time as
“the text one had to read for the critical analysis would usually have taken a good 30
minutes to read and digest properly, before considering any questions”.
128. Further, the guidance told candidates to read the speech first. However, respondents
considered this part to be unfair “unless one had two screens or printing facilities neither
of which we were warned we would need”. The practical difficulties of dealing with
this part were explained in detail by one respondent as follows:
“In addition, the questions really required you to look back at the text in order

to answer them – so if you had printed the speech it would no doubt have been
easier. But the test guidance did not suggest a printer was necessary (or
allowed) and so I did not have immediate access to one. But even then, it
wouldn’t address the timing issue above – although it would no doubt have been
much quicker to read the speech (with highlighter pen in hand) in printed form.
Moreover, if you had printed the speech whilst filling out the other sections, you
would have known how long the speech was before starting to read it and been
able to gauge the necessary speed of reading required– instead, I was compelled
to simply scroll down on the screen with no indication at the outset of how long
it was going to be – and it was much longer than I expected it to be! It was also
very poorly presented on screen – with paragraph breaks appearing midsentence etc (but this may have been deliberate on their part).
You were told to read the speech first; and so I did. I understand that many did
not. Moreover, I hear that some then electronically “word-searched” the
speech having cut and pasted it from the screen!..
I should also add that the rambling speech does not appear to have been a new
one created for the purposes of the test (as might have been expected) but was
one which some criminal practitioners apparently had read or heard before.”
129. The same point was explained by another respondent in these terms:
“The last section came as something of a surprise to me. I had taken the Mock
Qualifying Test a few weeks earlier, largely in order to reassure myself that I
would be familiar with the format of the test, the IT skills needed etc. Although
we were told in the run up to the actual Qualifying Test that there would be a
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third section involving analysis of a speech, I did not realise that this would
entail looking at a long document in a different screen, finding relevant
passages within it and then reverting to the screen with the questions to attempt
to answer the same. Had I known that something of this nature was involved, I
would have figured out the best way to handle it in advance. As it was, I was
thrown by it. I do most of my work, both Bar and judicial (perfectly
successfully), using hard copy documents. I feel that this element of the test
favoured those applicants with superior IT skills. As a result I was left with a
combination of guessing and running out of time some of the questions in this
third section.
For the avoidance of doubt, I fully accept that the JAC are entitled to expect
good IT skills as one of the competencies for the Recorder role. However, I do
not feel that it is something that should have been given, in effect, such
importance at this stage. It is certainly no more important (and I would suggest
rather less important) than various judicial skills required for the role, where I
believe from my experience and skill-set I could have scored reasonably
strongly. However, these never got assessed, as I did not get through the
qualifying test hurdle.”
130. Further, in relation to this part of the qualifying test:
(1) “the questions had a number of simple errors in referencing elements of the reading
to analyse which meant that time had to be wasted in finding the correct elements”;
and
(2) one respondent commented that “as far as I could see the start of the first quote from
[the judge] was not marked so I spent some time trying to find the beginning of the
relevant quote”.
(b) On-line test: IT and other issues
131. Respondents also commented on the time which was lost during the course of the test
as a result of doing the test on-line. This was as a result of saving answers during the
course of the test, and the process of logging on and navigating between pages during
the qualifying test itself.
132. One respondent explained:
“First, the guidance before you started the test strongly suggested that you
should repeatedly save the answers to your questions as you went through as
there otherwise no guarantee that they would be retained, particularly if (as
inevitably I was) you were later timed out. I followed this guidance however,
every time you ‘saved’ your work – you lost around 2 minutes or more: The
JAC system was so slow it took about a minute to save and it then automatically
returned you not to where you had been but to the navigation page. You then
had to click back on the link to the section you were working on (which took
another minute) and that then returned you to the beginning of that section so
you then had to scroll down to find where you had been – all of which of course
ate into your allocated time. When you are trying to ensure that you save your
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answers, particularly when completing the last section being mindful of the risk
of being timed out, this is hopeless and impedes your ability to concentrate on
answering questions! Moreover, I was ‘timed out’ whilst trying to save (and
so will have ‘lost’ answers), despite clicking save at 1.28.”
133. Another respondent explained:
“When I logged in it took about 20-30 seconds. The clock had started when
the process started so by the time I had the test I was already over 30 seconds
down. Again when I navigated from one section to another, the process took
10-30 seconds but the clock kept running. This lost not inconsiderable time as
I clicked on the wrong section to start with and had to go back.”
(c) Use of English and grammar
134. Finally, the respondents complained that some of the questions were badly written and
there were typographical errors in the qualifying test. In fact one respondent explained:
“I felt that the bad grammar got in the way of the sense. And there were typos
which were distracting (for example – from memory - its/it’s). There are
industry standards for MCQ setting and experts who advise on what is a good
question and what is a bad question – I think that some of the questions fell foul
of the basic rules. Were they properly checked?”
(d) Provision of self-assessment and identification of referees before the qualifying test
135. Candidates were required to complete their application forms before taking the
qualifying test. The application form required candidates to provide detailed selfassessment in relation to the competencies as well as identify their referees. Selfassessment is a difficult and time-consuming process. It is well known that it can take
several days to prepare. Indeed, as one respondent pointed out:
“What is the point of asking all candidates to complete a detailed application
form including the self-assessment competencies section, if for a substantial
proportion of these applicants it will never be looked at? Why not simply ask
applicants to supply basic details, establishing eligibility etc with other details
to be provided if the candidates overcome the first hurdle? We are all busy
people and it is difficult and frustrating to carve out the 2 – 3 days it took to
complete the form in full, when it will never in fact be considered by anyone.”
136. It is unclear why the JAC require this information to be provided at the start of the
application process when, in the case of the Recorder Competition, two-thirds of the
applicants were ruled out as a result of the initial sift conducted by reference to the
qualifying test.
137. Likewise, it is unclear why the JAC still require candidates to provide the names of
their referees before they know the outcome of the qualifying test. Indeed,
recommendation 29 of “The Report of the Advisory Panel on Judicial Diversity 2010”
(“the Neuberger Report”) was that: “Candidates should not be asked for references
until after they have been notified that they have completed the qualifying test
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successfully”. This was point was made to the JAC by the ChBA in its “Report on the
Qualifying Test for the Recorder (Civil) Competition 2009”63 together with the
explanation that:
“A number of respondents made the point not just that it is embarrassing to have
to approach referees only then to have to later reveal that they have not got past
the test stage, but that in such a scenario it makes it difficult to approach the
same referees on the occasion of a further application in a later competition.”
However, recommendation 29 has still not been implemented some five years after the
publication of the Neuberger Report.

63

At paras 36 to 38 (page 21).
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(E) OVERALL CONCLUSION
(i)

The qualifying test was not fit for purpose

138. In 2010 the Neuberger Report64 explained, amongst other things, that:
“An anonymous test is a transparent means of undertaking a first sift where
there are very large numbers of applicants. The key issue is getting the right
test.” (underlining added).
139. It is clear that the qualifying test used for the Recorder Competition was not the right
test for conducting the initial sift of candidates.
140. This was because the Recorder Competition was advertised as being open to candidates
from across the profession regardless of their jurisdictional specialisation, yet the
qualifying test plainly favoured those candidates who practised in criminal law (for the
Recorder (Crime) appointments) and family law (for the Recorder (Family)
appointments). Further, this was a very different type of qualifying test to that
described by Jonathan Sumption QC (as he then was) in his article published in Counsel
magazine in April 2011 when he said that “the [qualifying] tests are not designed to
assess legal knowledge and they are not memory tests” and “they also seek to avoid
giving an advantage to practitioners from any particular professional background or
specialism” (see para 23 above). The information65 on the JAC’s website does not
identify any policy reason for the JAC’s change in its approach after April 2011 to use
a qualifying test based on criminal or family law jurisdictions for the purpose of
appointing recorders to sit in crime or family. Up until then, the qualifying test for a
recorder selection exercise had been based on a hypothetical jurisdiction.
141. Indeed, as one respondent observed:
“But it is plain from the structure of the test that something which has 1/3
devoted to jurisdiction-specific technical questions is not equally accessible to
all; and a further 1/3 which is supposed to test judicial behaviours but which is
itself made jurisdiction-specific is also not equally accessible to those outwith
that jurisdiction given that there is only one “correct” answer. What is the
point in testing technical knowledge if the competencies say that the ability to
learn it is adequate?”
142. Another respondent who sat the qualifying test (crime) said this:
“There is just no way this was a level playing field (given that one has to pass
each of the sections and cannot rely on doing well in one to compensate for
weakness in another). If the idea was to test candidates on ability to learn
material relevant to the jurisdiction in the short time available before the test,
then a fair test would confine itself to the topics which had been identified in
advance. If the idea was to reproduce real life and the demands on a judge,
64
65

Para 111.
For example in the minutes, business plans, annual reports and so on.
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then a fair test would include sufficient time for a quick look up on specific
points in an area with which the candidate had had the opportunity to acquire
a broad familiarity. But to base some two-thirds of the test on technical
material, much of which did not fall (even broadly) within the areas flagged up
in advance, with such tight time pressure that lookups were not practically
possible, must have given a clear advantage to those candidates with a criminal
practice.”
143. This is especially disappointing when, as one candidate explained:
“Issues were raised after the last Recorder selection process in (I think) 2011
in terms of it being very unfairly weighted in favour of criminal practitioners;
in the circumstances we could reasonably have expected much more careful
thought would be given to these matters, this time around.”
144. Indeed, the ChBA went to considerable lengths to explain to the JAC the reasons for
the unfairness in relation to the 2011 Recorder selection exercise, and to engage with
the JAC as to the improvements which needed to be made to the qualifying test. In
September 2012 the ChBA accepted that it may not be objectionable to have actual
jurisdiction tests in crime and family law, provided “candidates are told in advance what
to expect and so can work out what they need to do if they are to apply”. However, the
ChBA did not anticipate that:
(1) the JAC would prepare such forbidding reading lists for the qualifying test;
(2) the qualifying test would include questions on topics not on the reading list;
(3) the JAC would not invite it to provide “mock” candidates to participate in the dryrun of the qualifying test. Indeed, it is not clear what dry-runs took placed in relation
the qualifying test, or what “quality and equality assurance processes” the
qualifying test was subject to.
145. The 2011 Recorder selection exercise was the first time that the JAC had based a
substantial part of the questions in the qualifying test on a real jurisdiction. Before
that66 the questions were based on a hypothetical jurisdiction and invented statutory
materials. There was in 2011 a marked difference in the professional background of
candidates appointed as recorders:
(1) In 2011 only 13.6% of candidates appointed to sit in crime were civil practitioners.
In 2009 51.6% of candidates appointed were civil practitioners.
(2) In 2011 there were no candidates appointed to sit in family who did not have any
previous experience of this area of law.
This difference must, in large part, be the result of the JAC changing the content of the
qualifying test to a time-pressured multiple choice test based on an actual jurisdiction
(ie criminal or family law). There is no other explanation. It is anticipated that the
same, or very similar, outcome will result from the 2015 Recorder Selection exercise.
66

For example, in the 2009 Recorder selection exercise.
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146. The position today is that members of the ChBA and COMBAR will not apply to be
recorders sitting in family or crime, unless the qualifying test is changed so that the
questions are not tailored to any specific jurisdiction. This is because they will see
participation in any such competition as a hopeless waste of time.
(ii) Policy issues
147. If the real position is that JAC wish to appoint recorders sitting in crime or family law
from a pool of candidates who specialise in these areas of law, then it would helpful if
the JAC said so clear terms. This is so that all potential applicants know where they
stand.
148. If this is the real position however, then it represents a significant change of policy in
relation to the appointment of recorders. Historically recorders have been appointed
across the profession regardless of their jurisdictional specialisation, and those without
experience of criminal law or family law have been trained with the specialist skills
needed to sit as a judge of the Crown Court or as a judge in the family Courts.
149. If this is, or is to be, the JAC’s policy approach, then this is a matter of considerable
public interest. This is because appointment as a recorder is a significant access point
to the judiciary, particularly the High Court and Circuit Bench, and the pool of
candidates from which recorders sitting in criminal or family law are appointed should
not be changed (or reduced) without detailed and careful public consultation. There
has been no such consultation to date.
(iii) Distribution of this report
150. This report is being sent to Mr Christopher Stephens, Chairman of the Judicial
Appointments Commission; Sir Terence Etherton, The Chancellor of the High Court;
Sir Brian Leveson, President of the Queen’s Bench Division; Dame Heather Hallett
DBE, Lady Justice of Appeal; Mr Alistair MacDonald QC, Chairman of the Bar
Council; Miss Chantal-Aimee Doerries QC, Chairman-Elect of the Bar Council; and
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APPENDIX 1
2011 Recorder Competition (Crime)
KEY
C: Criminal or predominantly criminal practice.
F: Family practice.
N: Civil or predominantly civil practice (ie non-criminal practice).
THE
GAZETTE
Warrants Under the Royal Sign Manual
House of Lords, London SW1A 0PW
26 July 2012
The Queen has been pleased by Warrant under Her Royal Sign Manual dated 26 July 2012 to
appoint the following persons to be Recorders under Section 21 of the Courts Act 1971.
James Simon Adkin, Esquire
District Judge (Magistrates’ Courts) William Rupert Everard Ashworth
Richard Duncan Atkinson, Esquire
Tony David Badenoch, Esquire
Alexander Bailin, Esquire, Q.C.
Andrew William Baker, Esquire, Q.C.
Nicholas Barker, Esquire
District Judge (Magistrates’ Courts) Fiona Elizabeth Barrie
Simon Anthony Batiste, Esquire
Simon Nathaniel Berkson, Esquire
Gareth Philip Branston, Esquire
Miss Catherine Jane Brunner
Miss Sarah Jane Campbell
Miss Deborah Ann Charles
District Judge Melissa Sophia Clarke
Miss Sarah Anne Clarke
Paul Graham Whalley Cook, Esquire
Miss Rosina Cottage, Q.C.
Steven Michael Edward Coupland, Esquire
Jude Dexter Dias, Esquire, Q.C.
David Steven Dixon, Esquire
Miss Sara Dodd
Adrian Nadir Eissa, Esquire
Philip Engelman, Esquire
David Alexander Evans, Esquire
Ms. Joanna Kay Evans
Patrick John Thomas Fields, Esquire
Thomas Bernard Forster, Esquire
Miss Vanessa Francis
Malcolm Kenneth William Galloway, Esquire
Richard Stephen Gioserano, Esquire
Miss Emma Goodall
Timothy Sinclair Green, Esquire
Jonathan Rupert Hall, Esquire
Timothy James Hannam, Esquire
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C
C
C
C
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
N
C

Michael Pearson Hayton, Esquire
Miss Michelle Louise Heeley
Ms. Christine Ruth Henson
Adam Wallace Hiddleston, Esquire
Miss Abigail Rachel Hudson
Martin Trevor Huseyin, Esquire
Miss Gillian Hunter Jones
Simon Thomas Kealey, Esquire
Benedict Kelleher, Esquire
Miss Sarah Katrina Lambert
Tom Charles Little, Esquire
Rupert William Manley Lowe, Esquire
Miss Sarah Jane Victoria Mallett
Miss Hilary Manley
Jonathan Simon Mann, Esquire
Mark Desmond McKone, Esquire
Simon Mark Mills, Esquire
Miss Margia Mostafa
Antonie Sean Muller, Esquire
Anil Peter Murray, Esquire
David Peter Osborne, Esquire
Philip Christopher Parry, Esquire
Robert Edward Cruickshank Pawson, Esquire
Thomas Henry Payne, Esquire
Gregory Lloyd Perrins, Esquire
Judge Advocate Emma Kate Peters
David Benjamin Rees, Esquire
Silas James Reid, Esquire
Jeffrey Keith Samuels, Esquire, Q.C.
Jonathan Sebastian Seely, Esquire
Gurdial Singh, Esquire
Miss Elizabeth Anne Smaller
Michael Joseph Smith, Esquire
Robert Forrester Spragg, Esquire
Miss Maryam Hassan Syed
Rufus Alexander Ottley Taylor, Esquire
Ms. Catherine Jane Tulk
Mrs. Anna Lilian Vigars
Patrick Benjamin Vincent, Esquire
John Weeden, Esquire, C.B.
District Judge (Magistrates’ Courts) Michael Antony Wheeler
District Judge (Magistrates’ Courts) Richard Evan Huw Williams
Angus Richard Withington, Esquire
Miss Lana Claire Wood
and
Richard James Wright, Esquire

THE
GAZETTE
Warrants Under the Royal Sign Manual
House of Lords, London SW1A 0PW
30 October 2012
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The Queen has been pleased by Warrant under Her Royal Sign Manual dated 30 October
2012 to appoint James Stuart Tindal, Esquire, to be a Recorder under Section 21 of the
Courts Act 1971.
N
Analysis of 2011 Recorder Competition (Crime)
81 (100%):

Total Number of Recorders appointed.

69 (85.2%):
11 (13.6%):
1 (1.2%):

Criminal practice.
Non-Criminal practice.
Unknown professional background.
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APPENDIX 2

2011 Recorder Competition (Family)
KEY
C: Criminal or predominantly criminal practice.
F: Family practice
N: Civil or predominantly civil (ie non-criminal practice).
THE
GAZETTE
Warrants Under the Royal Sign Manual
Crown Office, House of Lords, London SW1A 0PW
30 April 2012
The Queen has been pleased by Warrant under Her Royal Sign Manual dated 30 April 2012
to appoint the following persons to be Recorders under Legislation section: Section 21 of the
Legislation: Courts Act 1971.
Simon Lloyd Bickler, Esquire, Q.C.
Miss Alison Louise Brooks
Miss Evelyn Michalina Bugeja
Miss Rosalyn Frances Carter
Ms Julia Lesley Clayton
Christopher James Felstead, Esquire
Damian Robin Leon Garrido, Esquire
Ms Alison Sarah Grief
District Judge Michael Francis Handley
Darren Francis Howe, Esquire
Miss Elizabeth Claire Ingham
Ms Mary Helen Lazarus
Miss Gaynor Elizabeth Lloyd
Ms Louise Maxine McCallum
Miss Barbara Mills
Kambiz Moradifar, Esquire
Ms Jessica Louise Chantal Pemberton
District Judge David Pollard
Richard Arthur Powell, Esquire
Brendan Kenneth Roche, Esquire
Leslie John Samuels, Esquire, Q.C.
Christian Noel Sweeney, Esquire
William John Tyler, Esquire
David Paul Frank Vavrecka, Esquire
District Judge Joanna Catherine Vincent
Mrs Elizabeth Mary Walker
And
Miss Alison Jane Woodward

F&C
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Analysis of 2011 Recorder Competition (Family)
27 (100%):
27 (100%):
0 (0%):

Total Number of Recorders appointed.
Family practice.
Non-Family practice.
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APPENDIX 3

2009 Recorder (South-Eastern) Competition
KEY
C: Criminal or predominantly criminal practice.
F: Family
N: Civil or predominantly civil (ie non-criminal practice).
THE
GAZETTE
Crown Office, House of Lords, London SW1A 0PW
23 October 2009
The Queen has been pleased by Warrant under Her Royal Sign Manual dated 23 October
2009 to appoint the following persons to be Recorders under Section 21 of the Courts Act
1971.
Timothy Robert Amos, Esquire, Q.C.
Jonathan Charles Ashley-Norman, Esquire
David Herbert Bedingfield, Esquire
Dijendra Bhushan Basu, Esquire
Tony Alan Walter Baumgartner, Esquire
Jason Beer, Esquire
Joel Nathan Bennathan, Esquire, Q.C.
Miss Janet Susan Bignell
Miss Marie-Claire Bleasdale
Charles Gregory Bourne, Esquire
Ms Margo Ciara Boye
F
Miss Sandra Jayne Bristoll
Clive Broe, Esquire
Simon James Bryan, Esquire, Q.C.
Miss Sarah Jayne Buckingham
Andrew Philip Burns, Esquire
Christopher John Butcher, Esquire, Q.C.
Neil Richard Calver, Esquire, Q.C.
Ms. Alexis Anne Campbell
Miss Rhona Lynn Campbell
Ms Sheelagh Mary Canavan
Kenneth Carr, Esquire
Miss Suzanne Frances Chalmers
Adrian Roland Chaplin, Esquire
Akhlaq Ur-Rahman Choudhury, Esquire
Aidan Patrick Christie, Esquire, Q.C.
Richard Hamish Christie, Esquire, Q.C.
Timothy Elwyn Clark, Esquire
Justin Mark Cole, Esquire
Nicholas Arthur Cole, Esquire
Edward Samuel Connell, Esquire
Adam Michael Constable, Esquire
Mrs Elizabeth Jane Cooke
District Judge (Magistrates’ Courts) Peter Dixon Crabtree, O.B.E.
Miss Rebecca Jean Crane
Giles Curtis-Raleigh, Esquire
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Leslie Jason Cuthbert, Esquire
Miss Annabel Charlotte Darlow
Jonathan Norval Davies, Esquire
Malcolm Davis-White, Esquire, Q.C.
Ms. Johanne Erica Delahunty, Q.C.
Ms Bal Kaur Dhaliwal
Miss Anuja Ravindra Dhir
Miss Aileen Patricia Downey
Jason David Dunn-Shaw, Esquire
Miss Alexia Grainne Durran
Michael Ritho Evans, Esquire
Timothy Miles Fancourt, Esquire, Q.C.
Craig Charles Ferguson, Esquire
Ms. Emily Jane Formby
David Andrew Foxton, Esquire, Q.C.
Steven Gasztowicz, Esquire, Q.C.
Richard Jeremy Gimblett, Esquire
Miss Caroline Tracy Goodwin
Nicholas Alexander John Goodwin, Esquire
Timothy Charles Green, Esquire
Martin Alexander Griffiths, Esquire, Q.C.
Teertha Gupta, Esquire
Miss Sally-Ann Hales
David Anthony Halpern, Esquire, Q.C.
Ms Alexandra Healy
Miss Deanna Mary Heer
Christopher Joseph Hehir, Esquire
Miss Karen Jane Holt
Andrew Robert Hurst, Esquire
Alexander Forbes Hutton, Esquire
Miss Elizabeth Isaacs
Christopher James Marwood Jeans, Esquire, Q.C.
Jeremy Charles Johnson, Esquire
Miss Zoe Elisabeth Johnson
Miss Cheryl Stephanie Jones
Geraint Anthony Jones, Esquire, Q.C.
Ms. Kalyani Kaul
Jonathan Shea Kinnear, Esquire
Julian Bernard Knowles, Esquire
Steven Laszlo Kovats, Esquire
Francis Joseph Laird, Esquire
Miss Anna Marie Laney
Jonathan James Wilton Lee, Esquire
Miss Samantha Ceri Leigh
Matthew Justin Lowe, Esquire
Alistair William Orchard MacDonald, Esquire
David William Mayall, Esquire
Simon Peter Mayo, Esquire, Q.C.
Matthew Bartly Anthony McDonagh, Esquire
Miss Sarah Vanessa Veronica Meachin
Sailesh Mehta, Esquire
Miss Kristina Aileen Montgomery
Miss Katharine Elizabeth Moore
Vincent John Moran, Esquire
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Christopher John Morgan, Esquire
Miss Sarah Mary Morgan
Avik Mukherjee, Esquire
Ms Ann Collette Mulligan
Edward Henry Murray, Esquire
Miss Anna Marion Nice
Matthew James Nicklin, Esquire
Mrs Eleanor Jayne Owens
Stephen James Phillips, Esquire, Q.C.
Miss Gabrielle Jan Posner
Miss Cathleen Karen Purkiss
Christopher John Quinlan, Esquire
Miss Angela Margaret Mary Rafferty
Selvaraju Ramasamy, Esquire
Gordon Michael Reed, Esquire
James McClintock Roberts, Esquire
Ms Heather Rogers, Q.C.
Miss Lindsey Maxine Rose
Miss Vivien Judith Rose
Matthew Conrad Ryder, Esquire
Rajeev Rama Shetty, Esquire
David Hugh Southey, Esquire
Miss Dafna Miriam Spiro
Simon Stirling, Esquire
Patrick Leslie James Swaffer, Esquire
Joshua Max Bradbury Swirsky, Esquire
Rajeev Kumar Thacker, Esquire
Miss Amanda Jane Tipples
Stuart Alan Trimmer, Esquire, Q.C.
Michael Christopher Turner, Esquire
Mark Andrew Van der Zwart, Esquire
Mrs Carmel Miriam Wall
District Judge Philip Anthony Waller
Miss Pamela Sharan Warner
Thomas Edward Benjamin Weitzman, Esquire, Q.C.
Louis Roy Paul Weston, Esquire
William Richard Lamont Whittam, Esquire, Q.C.
and
Ms Nicola Egersis Williams

Analysis of 2009 Recorder (South-Eastern) Competition
128 (100%): Total Number of Recorders appointed.
60 (46.9%):
66 (51.6%):

Criminal practice.
Civil practice.

47 (36.7%):
19 (14.8%):
2 (1.6%):

Non-Criminal and non-family practice.
Family practice.
Unknown professional background.
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